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Abstract 
This ll'ork was the starting pOint of my study, which aimed at disclosing components q{ 
problem olving ability of chemistry student teachers across some common and Lije rated 
areas ofchemislry. Relevant and problem specific knowledge structure, problem solving 
behavior (Pelfor/nance , Perceived self- efficacy beliefs, perceived alfractiveness and 
perceived difficulty beliefs of chemistry were the variables of the study. 

A descriptive ca e study method employed in the study. In the study thirty-nine randomly 
selected, fourth and third (PreparatOl'Y origin and freshman origin) year chemistry 
student teachers were involved. 

The problem of study addressed using chemistry tasks, self-efficacy scales, interviews, 
discussions, information talks, and observations. The resulting data was analyzed 
qualitatively and quantitatively using mean, median, standard deviation, t-test, and one
lVa) A OVA. The study revealed that knowledge structure, perceived difficulty and 
perceived attractiveness beliefs toward chemistry, and problem solving behavior C)'T.S' 
lVere not the desired results. 

Means comparison with reference to students' origin, revealed that there was a 
significant difference in all variables except self- efficacy beliefs. That is fourth year and 
third year Ji'eshman origin chemistry student teachers were significantly had belfer than 
third) ear preparatory origin counter parts. This study suggests that, the need for further 
investioation to understand why chemistry student teachers and particularly preparatOlY 
origin students' problem solving ability was severely hampered. 

---

Viti 
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CHAPTER - ()NE 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background of the Study 

One basic purpo e or education is to enable students' to adapt themselves to life in society, ",hich 

is rull of problem. To be successful one mu t be adequately equipped with proper reasoning and 

renccting power. ot only life in society, but also there are problems and puzzling situations. 

which are a normal feature of a learner,'s every day life in school, too. With this understanding. 

thc Ethiopian government has designed new education and training policy in the course or 

producing problem-solving citizens at all I vels of education. As can be rcad from the educational 

policy document (ETP, 1994: 4) one-emphasis area of education is "to strengthen the indi vidual's 

and society's problem solving capacity. ability and culture starting from the basic education to all 

levels." 

Concomitantly, teacher education system overhaul handbook, TESO (2003 :38) states that. one of 

the objectives of teacher education is "to prepare teachers who can confidently promote acti\ c 

learning and the development of problem solving skills through a learner centered approach using 

a curriculum where content and methodologies are integrated." It is why this study is intended to 

tap with problem solving abilities of pre-service chemistry students, which may light on highcr 

educations about to what extent successfully perform th ir share. 

Problem solving is of ubiquitous imp0l1ancc whenever knowledgc must nexibly usc. I Iencc. 

problem solving plays a central role in all sciences and in most other field . "There i. an 

increasing need to teach improved problem-solving skills to students who must be adequatel, 

prepared to cope with a world characterized by growing complexity, rapid change. and vastly 

cxpanding knowledge" (Tuma and Reif, 1980:ix). They further stated that the present time is 

opportune for examining our current knowledge about problem solving and it , relevance to 

practical education. eyert in Tuma and ReiI' (1980:ix) also note that in proCessional education. it 

is generally agreed that the objective is to train problem-sol ers in particular field. ;\s an 

indi"idual [aces a probl m, he or she mLlst he able to retrieve information to 'olve the problem 
/ 

and to know how to utilize the retrieved information effectively in ord 'r to so lve the prohlem. 



Pervin. (I ()84:445-448) argues that the world about us and within us is filled with many events 

and a va t array or information. Thus, living in thi complex and changing world in which it is 

important to make decisions, how do w go about organizing information in order to make our 

livc reasonably stable and produeti c? Starting from birth wc bombarded with information 

concerning people and vents in the world, bow do we go about organizing this information? 

P rvin. (1984:447) al 0 ays information is organized in to three in a way relevant to pcople in 

thc world: organization of information relevant to situations and the organization of information 

rele ant to e ent . In other words, implicitly it means that not only the amount (buick) of 

information that makes one competent enough problem-solver, but meta-cognitivc skills and 

belief to ard problem situations also ingrained of problem-solving skills. 

Problem-solving is fast becoming one of those expre sion that mean all things to all pcople. 

(Bentley and Watt's, 1995: 128). Problem solving as an educational activity is not new. There is a 

large and detai led body of research over many decades. exploring the characteristic of' school 

problem-solving and problem solvers'. What is new is that, the typc of the problem under 

consideration has changed, and tackling these new problems is becoming acceptable and 

respectable elas room practice. For instance, Desta (2001) and olomon (2004). in their work of 

Masters Thesis indicated that, in the Ethio.pian context, problem solving approach in schools is 

almost a null practice. They attributed the problem to many factors in addition to teaehcrs' lack of 

proficiency in problem-solving process. IIence, they recommend the need for qualit in-sen icc 

and pre-service teacher training. However, the data used as a basis in their anal sis to reach in 

conelusion about the competence of teachers was not adequate for some reason. For one thing. 

both of them rushed in to conclusion on the basis of teachers' report about the concept 

represented by the word problem-solving (which is vague) not on the data that reOccts their 

ability on solving problems; and also tbey were not subject specific and rather the gcncrali/.ed it 

to all disciplines. On the other hand, problem-solving ability has different cognitive componcnt:. 

which their data failed to reveal which component of problem- olving is suffered. On top of this. 

their study conducted on primary school teachers. Therefore, the present tud has designed to 

assess the problem-solving ability of pre-service chemistry, tudent teachers, and give a picture on 

thc success or failures of the mission of the new education and training policy in tcachcr 

education institutes. particularly chemistry education. 

2 
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1.2 Objectives of the Study 

"hi stud ha the foil wing objectives: 

• Giving valid information about pre-service chemistry-student teachers' problem solving 

profiles, 

• omparing problem-,olving profiles of chemistry-student teachers with refercnce to their 

ear level 

• Comparing problem-solving profiles of chemistry-student teachers with reference to their 

ongll1. 

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

Based on previous studies revi wed realization of the educational objective. that is problem 

sol ing remains to be the desire of Ethiopia at her schools. This attributed to many factor present 

in the school system. One of the factors was the issue of teacher's competcnce. which was the 

concern of this study. 

reacher education institutions are responsible for the pro ision of professional schoolteachers. 

\ ho arc skillful at solving problem in their area of profession. As TE 0 (2003:96) tatc that. 

thc specific objective of secondary teacher education program is to: 

"Develop sludenls' skill, us;ng appropriate methods for 'uly'eel conlent: 
enable students to develop cooperative and studenl cenrered learning. 
and to use problem solving techniques in a number of d!fferenl 
.s·;tualions" 

Thc re earcher home department was chemistry education at Dilla College Tcacher Education. 

Debub University. That is why I triggered to raise some questions to the performance of' the 

college and specifically to chemistry department, such as: Is really teacher education programs 

producing the expected qualified teachers at least in his/her field of, tudy? Do they lack problem 

sO!\'ing ability for accomplishing thcir duty? What is the probl m solving capability of chemistry 

students? And do chemistry department has successfully accomplished its pC;\rt? 

'1 
.) 
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In line ith this, the major purpose of this study was diagnosing and reOecting problem-sol ing 

ability ( r pre-s r icc chemistry education students or Di])a College in Debub University . In the 

cours' of this tudy, th cogniti e components or problem- olving process, namely: knowledge 

structure, cognitiv functioning and b lid of chemistry tudents would be assessed . ThcrcCore, 

so as to rea h the purpo e of the tudy, the following guiding questions were formulated 

1. What were the level of problem solving ability of students in somc selccted and life 

relatcd problcms of chemistry? 

2. What was thc self-efficacy (perceived ability) level of chemistry student teachers' In 

solving chcmistry Problems? 

3. What wcre the levels of easily accessible and problem specific form of knowledge 

structure of chemistry student teacher? 

.t. What was chemistry student teachers' perceived attractiveness beJief towards chemistry? 

5. What was chemistry student teachers' perceived difficulty belief towards chemistry'! 

6. Was there a difference in solving chemical problem on the basis of student teachers 

origin and year level? 

7. Was there a difference in problem specific and easily accessible form of knowledge 

structure based on students' origin and year level? 

8. Was there a difference in chemistry student teachcrs' perceived self-cfficacy based on 

year level and origin? 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

Enhancing problem-solving capabilities of students and employees has becom a national issue. 

From the standpoint of the new education and training policy, it \ ould be highly desirable 10 

have a way ' of teaching problem-solving process. The achievement or that objccti e is one or the 

reasons why working on problem-solving i. important. Because or emphasis on probkm-solvin o 

dfol1s to enhance the capability 0(' students to solve problems need to reach most disciplines at 

all levels. It follows, therefore. that teachers need to be ad pt at using problem sol ing strategies 

in their c1as. rooms and laboratorie to ensure the production of home problem-solvers. 

4 



In connection ith thi lomon (2004), and Dc ta (200 I). commented on the demand of" wdl 

trained teacher. 110 can usc probl m-solving strategies in their cIa . rooms and laboratories and 

tca h problel11- 01 ing kill. It wa the researchers' opinion that, thi , tudy would contribute a lot 

to the prooram (ccondary chool t aeher training) by as e ing the status of pre-service highcr 

'ducation tudents' pr blem- 01 ing ability and giving valid and reliable information . It might 

al 0 • erve a. a springboard to other researchers for further stud on issues related to what 

instructional trategi , and v hat curricular materials brought about them to their existing 

competence. 

1.5 Limitation of the Study 

I planed to u e "think aloud" protocol and ideo recording while cach of ten participants was 

working on the ta k to give thick description about the level of cognitive proe ssing. Morco cr. I 

was intended to ob erve tudent problem olving behavior while working on hands-on 

(laboratory work) chemi try task. I lowe er, I faced with complicat d problems including 

financial. time con traints, and tudents' lack of familiarity to think aloud. Thereforc. I tendcd to 

increa e the number of participants from ten to thirty-nine and used only ritten tasks. Thc 

a pect of cognitive proee sing such as trategies methods reported in term of word. in their 

performance taken as principal data source. This might have a contribution to make the 

description shallo . 

1.6 Delimitation of the Study 

This study conducted on chemistry tudent teacher at Dilla Coil ge of Tcaeher Education In 

Debub University. 

The stud is delimited to Chemistry student teacher becau e t aehers arc critical in thc cour. ' or 

developing children's problem- solving competence and to realize educational objeeti\"c. or 
Ethiopia. For the .ake of in-depth and manageable stud. it delimited to third and lourth ;ear 

chcmistr tudent teachers problem olving ability of Dill a Coli g T aehcr- Education. 

5 
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1.7 Operational Definition of Terms 

The following term defined to show how thcy are operating in this study . 

1. Knowledge structure: is a network! sch ma in which facts conccpts, principles. procedures. 

and c nditions interlinked about the problems area. 

2. Self- efficacy beliefs: refers to perccived ability of CSTs or solvers' expectation of 

performance on a task / subject if he/she would be engaged to it. 

3. Perceived attractiveness beliefs: is the belief (value) CSTs' hold about usefulness. 

impressiveness, and attitude about the task or the discipline. 

4. Perceived difficulty beliefs: is the belief hold by CSTs' about the difficulty level of thc task 

discipline witb reference to their perceived ability (seIf- efficacy) 

5. Think aloud: :refers to verbalizing. making speech out loud while thinking 

6. Life related problems: reter to problems possibly that you can face in your every day life . 

7. Chemistry problems: are problems tbat demands chemistry knowledge structure. chcmi try 

specific self-efficacy beliefs to solve. 

G 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. Review of the Related Literature 

Probl ~m solving i a broad and loosely defined concept. It covers from behavioral perspectives 

to the modern (cogniti e) perspectives of problems solving. Different books and articles havc 

bcen organized around its different aspects. In this review section, r will draw on ome sources of 

information and attempt to provide an integrated view of problem solving by narrowing 

somcwhat to the focus of attention. 

The lirst part of this section tries to address how problems are distinguished from other aspects of 

the environment (its background), when these problems are sensed and how these problems are 

interrelated or differed from one another. Following this part immediately it examines concepts 

of problem solving and why problem olving is demanded to be an clement of chemistry 

education. 

Some probl 111 solving approaches are reviewed in order of their historical development. and then 

some topics about models of problem - solving are introduced. ome selectivity is necessary in 

reviewing the large number of problems solving models in order to focus on cognitive 

components of problems solving models. Therefore some of the modeL considered in this rcvicv 

are: Glaser, Raghaven, and Boxter; schoenfeld; Smith's model, and ewell et ai's model. Such 

models contribute not only practical information on problem solving, but al. 0 theoretical 

information on the nature of problem - olving ability and differenc s between sucee siul and 

poor problem solvers. 

In this section the summary of the models and cognitive components of problem solving in 

chemistry also ha between given a due consideration. Th cognitive components such as 

chemical knowledge tructure, cognitive functioning and belief systems about sci r and tusk or 
successful and unsuccessful problem solvers are considered. At last but not least the viva): h()\·, . 

these components could be assessed are discussed. 

7 
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2.1 Over view of what a Problem is 

Commonl). \ hen we think of problem what might come to our mind arc mathematical. 

al10rithmic problem of any disciplin at differcnt levcls of institutions. Likewise. there arc 

probkm that e face in everyday Iile. Even ome times. we may not sense problem. despite or 

their e, i tenee and hene skip by considering the probl ms a. part of our ordinary life. ffowcver. 

if we closel look at problems have some common distinguishing characteristics. Several 

scholar: ha e tried to singl out the common ehara tcristies o[ a problem. 

1'0 mention some. Decorte (1990) in 130111 r. and Knubben ( 1993:428) define a problem as a 

situation that e i ts in every professional education when a student lacking sufficient domain 

specific knov \edge. often doe not know how to use general skill and underl ing heuri. tics. 

Malim (1994: 149) conceptualizes problems as parts of our day-to-day activities which have the 

clements: The original timulus situation (for instance, that o[ ha ing invited people to tea and 

having nothing to offer them)' the goal situation: (to have a tasty tea when visitors come); and the 

c. i ting rule: (nothing is to be u cd except what is in the cupboard). In short, it means that. 

problem situation ha a stimulus that nced to be sen ed. or the goal that one need to achieve and 

principles to apply. 

Krulik and Rudnick (1987: 3;and Engeld (1985) in Meta ebia (2002:75) define problem III a 

similar fashion by saying that problem is a situation. quantitative, or otherwise. that confronts an 

individual. group of individual to resolve, and [or which the individual sec no apparent or 

readily available mean or path to obtain the solution. for them Problem is a situation that 

requires ref1eetive thought and synthesi of pre iously learned know\edg to re ol\'e. 

In addition. Krulik and Rudnick (1987:3) believe that problem must perceived as such by a 

student regardles . of the reason in order to be a problem by him or her. Ihu . th problem :hould 

satis!) the following three criteria: (Ibid: 3). 

i) Acceptance: An individual accepts the problem. There is a personal invol ement. V\ hich 11a) 

be due to any variety o[ reasons including int mal moti ation. external motivation. or simpJ) 

desire to experience the enjoyment of sol ing a pI' blem. 

ii) Blockage: The individual's initial attempt at solution is f"ruitles .. IIis or her habitual responses 

and patterns o[ attack do not work. 
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iii) l ~ xploration: the personal involvement makes the individual to explore n 'w methods of attack 

Similar! B ck (1992:436), claims that problem situation is an inherent part of being and the 

context that it situated, a motivated person to reach some goals, the goal state itself. and some 

harriers to reaching the goal. It j the barrier that Beck calls a problem. IIe clarified his idea hy 

exemplification. 'uppo e one wants to a date to a movie, but he docs not have money. The lack 

of many i th barri r, a problem that has to be solved before he can achieve his goal. If there is 

no barrier, there is no problem. 

In summary, [rom all thes concerning what a problem IS, it IS a situation, which have the 

lollowing interdependent component: 

(a) Stimuli (situation): which does a motivated organism sense. If the situation is not sensed by 

the indusial and he i not motivated, there might not be a problem. For instance, when a nine

grader chemistry student studying about hydrocarbons on a certain organic chemistry reference 

hook comes aero s with the following problem: 

Explain the following reaction 

~o 
MeO H 

Me . denotes" CI b 

IIere there is not a deriving force and motivating [actor to tackle this problem. This is because a 

nine grader has not background information about this problem and docs not have any relevancc 

to the topic slhe is studying. Therefore, hc may skip it by perceiving that it means nothing worth 

to him. 

( h ) Ohstacle (Ba.rriers). If the stimulus situation has apparently ob ious path to lollow to its 

·olution, it would not be a problem, ratber it would become a question or exercise. /\ problem 

situation has an obstacle that limits one not to pass readily to its solution. 

(c) The goal state: I[ the problem ha not a goal , tate, an individual will not be motivated to lind 

a solulion. I fence, it will not bave a deriving power to moti ate the prohlem solver. Thus. th~ 

prohlem should have a goal state to make the individual motivated and to aehic e the (loal h) 

passing the ob tacle. Moreover, it has to be clear that, there is not a problem situation that v.e call 
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inu'in ically a problem or not a problem. It might be a problem to some individuals but not J"or 

others. 

2.2 Types of Problems Based on Their Structured-ness 

Problems can be classified as we ll - structured or ill-structured on the basis of their goal state. the 

approaches the use to solve, and the nature of their solution (Metascbia. 2002:74). Simon in 

Frcdcriksen( 1984:"\ 36) and Good and Brophy in Metasebia (2002:75) distinguished between 

well -structur d problems such as puzzles or arithmetic word problems. and the fuzzy (i 11 -

. tructured) problems that are frequently encountered in real life. Well-structured problems mainl 

rcquire information contained in the problems statement and perhaps other information stored in 

long-term memory (LTM) including procedural knowledge such as knowledge or an algorithm: 

ill-structured problems require one to rely more extensivcly on resources of LTM or to go to 

ex lernal sources for additional information. Simon cited in Frederiksen (1984: "\ 66). de rines il1 -

structured problems as those that 

(a) A rc more complex and have less clellnite criteria for determining v.hen the problem has 

"oh·ed. 

(b ) Do not provide all the information necessary to solve the problem. and 

(c) IIave no "legal move generator" for finding all the possibilities at each step. He believes that 

the processes the same for solving well-and ill structured problems. But, for ill-structured 

problems one's conception of the problem offers gradually as newel ments are coked from 

LTM. or outsider sources and a wide repertory of recognition processes arc necessary to evaluate 

whether one is "getting warmer' as a result of eaeh altered state. 

Of course Simon does not p lace sharp distinction between well-and ill- structured problems. TIc 

noted that being simplified into a series of well- tructured problems often solves ill. truetured 

problems. The problem is well structured in the small but ill ·tructured in the large. imilarly 

well - structured problems often have aspects of ill -structured prob lems. Green (Frederiksen. 

J 984:366). The three categorization offrederiks 11 can bett r reflect their differences. 

One type of problems by Frederiksen, (1984:366-367), which 1110st dc. 'rves the term "wcll

structured" consists of problems that arc clearly formulated, for which an algorithm i known. 
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and for hi h criteria are available for t ting the correctness of olutions. for instance: Calculatc 

the l110ralit of a 40gm aCI in a two-lit r solution can bc considcred from this category of 

prohlem . It i becau e the algorithm is already available and can lead to exact solution, which is 

0._ M. nother categor, hieh labeled a " tructured probl ms", consists of problems that arc 

similar to wcll- truetured probl m a ju t d fined xcept that thcir problem-solving procedure or 

some crucial steps mu t be generated b the problem solver. For e ample. calculatc the morality 

or 20% solution of , ulfuric acid may rail under thi category of problems. The third category 

contains problem that really deserve the term "ill-structured", problems in this category lack a 

clear formulation. a procedure that guarantees a COlT ct solution and criteria for e aluating the 

. olution. o. t r ai-life r earch, political. etc. problems might fall under this catcgor . 

In lim whcth r problems defined in whatever way, or arc from di rferent areas (academic or real 

life problem ). whether they are ill structur d or not, they involve the same cognitive problem 

. olving process which is the concern of this study. 

2.3 The Dynamism of Conceptualization of Problem Solving 

llaving aid dif.G rent perspectives about the conceptualization a problem. it i. important to di scus 

about the con ept of problem solving. 

In mo t of our schools there i a common conceptualization of problem-solving. as an 

acti ity of . carching solutions to mathcmatical and algorithmic problem in Chemistry. 

Physics. Mathematics, and any other subjects . However, this stud adopt. the modern 

conceptualization of eognitivi t , which characterize it a one form of cogniti procc s. 

Problem-solving i a dynamic/or progre sive psychological concept like that of learning 

thcorics. The dynami m of this concept is discussed [ollowing. 

Behaviorists conceptualize problem- solving as a proee of trial and error. \\ hen a 

problem situation pre ented until correct response obtained. It in 01 e the physical 

manipulation o[ variables of problem situation. It denie the in olvement of thought 

process. It merely involves the ph sical activity in controlling the ariahles \\ hen the 

stimuli are presented, just like what other animals do. Docs reall no thinking process 

during prohlem-solving?, Probabl not. In rclation to thi , Dc\ ey (1960: 17) notes that. 
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thl: ahility to think is highly important. and regarded as a distinguishing power that marks 

man olT li'om th lower animal arc. Our activity should not be merely impulsive and 

mcrd routine activity. Thinking enables us to direct our activities with foresight and to 

plan according to end -in-view, or purpo e which we arc aware. Thinking process 

con erts action that is mer Iy appetitive, blind, and impulsive into intelligent action. 

In rcaction to beha iorist, the group of erman ps chologists callcd gestalts 

characterizes problem-solving a a sudden rearrangement or mental e1cmcnts into a 

structure that provides a udden and permanent solution to the problem. This sudden 

reorganization of mental elements when problem is presented into a mental structure that 

provides a olution is called "insight experience". It involves thinking of the problem and 

thcn rearrangement of mental elements. IJowever, they deny the cognitive processing of" 

problem- olving. This brings a challenge to their notion that problem-solving is an in ight 

e ' perienee. Does really trial-and-error devoid from inside of mind during problem-

olving? Are really solutions provided to a problem within a fraction of second IiI e a 

"Flash of light"? 

Cognitive psychologists come into place to react with the Gestalts Beha iorist idea 

towards problem-solving and conception in its contemporar paradigm. OVv days most 

education systems incorporate cognitive objectives in their curricular material. to enhance 

the cognitive solving problem capacity of students. It is a eomple cognitive interaction 

processes starting from the beginning (presentation of problem situation) to achievement 

or the desired goal ( olution). Problem-solving involve a complex thinking proee:s that 

includes obtaining sufficient information, understanding of the requirements of the task 

solution. generating hypothesis or solutions, implementing such solutions, and e aluating 

thcm, Smith in (Agran 1997:365). Court in Agran notes that student ha e di rricult) in 

problem-solving because they arc strategy deficient or havc limited awarcncs ' or their 

own cognitive processes. for a student to achieve internalized representational (cognitive) 

thinking the students' cognitive structures (thinking skills) need change. not his or her 

behavior however the converse may not be truc. 
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As ourt argues clearly modifying what a student behavior will not produce a changc in 

his or her thinking unle s sllch in truction is implemented. Cognitions, not behaviors. 

need to be chang d. ome authors such as Tylor and Dionne, (2000:34)' Surguc. 

(1994: 16); Goldman, (1986:78); identi r a critical interacting cognitive components or 
problem- 01 ing performanc . Heppner and Krauskopt, 1972; Schoenteld. 1983; Silver 

and Marshal , 1994; in Tylor, and Dionne, (2000:38) notice, in education context, as in life 

in general characterize problem solving process as interaction of [actual knowledge. 

cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies, experiences, belief systems and social factors. 

Goldman (1986:78) suggest that whether a cognizer actively seeks an answer to a given 

que tion depend on the relative strength of the desire for an answer, his belief<; about 

comparative ea e or difficulty of finding an answer, and other cognitive sources such as 

how to operate, util ized your knowlcdge and other activities. 

More generally at present time researchers attempt to look problem solving from different angles. 

To begin with, some ay problem-solving is a thinking process ranging from initial state to the 

olution state. Others view it as the application of knowledge acquired to new situations. till 

othcrs perceive that, if a problem is an unknown worth solving, problem solving is "any goal 

directed equence of cognitive operations," directed at finding that unknown ( nderson. 

1990:221; 1985:198). Also others view it as one approach of teaching concepts. Although it has 

not a single and precise negotiated definition in one way the other modern ps chologists and 

other scholars of the area agreed up on the idea that problem olving is a search for olutions to 

problematic situations which is the interest of this paper. Pcrhaps the dilference of their lews 

might lay on the typology of the process and the approaches they u e. 

Krulik and Rudnick (J 987:4); Andrews. 1981 in Bomers and Knubben 1987: 42 ) iew problems 

solving a a process by which an individual uses previously acquired knowledge and skills. and 

understanding to satisfy tbe demands of unfamiliar situations. They furtber elaborate that a 

student must synthesize what he or she has learned and apply it to the new and diffcrcnt 

situation. Furthermore, they assume problem-solving skill a a distinct body or kno\ leduc that 

can he taught as such. For them knowledge (previously acquired), the abilit r to lise that 

knowledge arc important factors that problem solvers need to posses. In other words. the ahility 
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to u. con cpts, principles and facts arc an essential part of problem solving process. Thcy 

also belie e that both kno ledge and the ability to usc knowledge arc teachable. 

In a similar fashion, Anderson in Fr deriksen (1984:366) claims that problem solvin g is 

any goal directed equenee of cognitive operations directed at finding the unknown. 

Those cogniti e operations have two attributes. First, it requires mental representation of 

the problem and its context. That is human solvers construct a mental representation (or 

mental model) of the problem, known as problem space, Newell and Simon 

(Frederiksen 1984: 367). Although there is little agreement on the meaning of mental 

mod I or problem spaces internal mental models (as opposed to social or team mental 

model) of problems are multimodal representations consisting images and mctaphors of 

the sy tem and executive strategic knowledge (Jonassen and JJenning, 1999). Mental 

model consists of knowledge structure of the problem, knowledge of how to perform task. 

and an other problem solving activities the environment of the problem and its 

constituent parts, and knowledge when and how to use procedures. The mental model of 

uceessful problem solvers integrates these different kinds of knowledge. and is the most 

critical of problem solving . 

Secondly, successful problem solving requires that learners actively manipulate and test 

their mental models. Thinking is internalized activity especially when solving problems. 

so knowledge and activity are reciprocal and interdependent processes, (Ibid). Wc knO\v 

what to do and we do what we know. Similarly successful chemi. try problem sol ers 

know that problem solving requires generating and trying out solutions in their minds 

(mental models or problem space) before trying out in the physical "orld. Soden. 

(1994: I) strengthen the idea by saying that: "It is through thinking more efrectivel l that 

we become better problem solvers at work or our own personal lives ." 

On the other hand, Aggarwal (1998:245) argues that problem olving is an in tructional 

technique or method where by the teachers and pupils attempt in a conscious, planned. 

and purposeful effort to arrive at some explanations or solutions to some educationally signi ficant 

difficulty. Although, Aggarwal emphasizes his d finition problem solving to classroom context. 
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he conceives that problem solving involves a vanous cognitive (conscious) acti ities and IS 

beyond instructional m th d. 

In Chemistr , problem s I 109 and its network arc defined by Farzer and Casey in 

Kornhou er( 199_: 127). They define it as the re ult of application of knowledge and procedures to 

probl m ituati nand th pr po c four tages. uch as definition of the problem selection of 

appropriate information, combining th separate piece or information; and evaluation of" the 

solution. Kornhou er al 0 argue that the best chance for success in a chemical problem solving 

rest. on a combination of trong background knowledge in ehemi try. a good kno ledge or 

problem sol ing trategie and tactics, and on confidences. ThereCore problem solver need to 

pos:ess well coordinated cognitiv component of sol ing which mans the three critical 

cognitive components of problem sol ing.namely: proce . knowledge tructun:, cogniti e 

functioning and belief sy tem toward the task, (Sugrue 1994:7). 

2.4 Why Problems Solving Orientation in Chemistry Education 

[n dealing with the issue of problem solving orientation in chemistry education. we must first 

consider the large question why we teach chemistry? We all are living in a chcmical world that 

rarely sen e h w they b nefit or affect our life and our economy at large. For instance. nevv 

problem appear like tho e raised by green house gas production, hazardou chemicals ueh a 

nuclear wa t accommodations. wat r pollution. energ shortages arc om of th growing 

macro scale problems of our nation and world at large, which the arc waiting for creative mind 

for their olutions. In spite of the obvious relationship between chemistry and c cr) day lif . 

students of all I vel make linl connection b tw en chemistry that happen in the e1a sroom and 

that happens outside of chools. An emphasis on devcJopm nt of problem 01 ing in chemi tr 

classroom can Ie en the gap between the chemistry cJas room and the out ide world and thu set 

a po iti e mood in the cJas room (Krulik . and Rudnick 1987:5). studie ' sh(m that in man) 

chemistry classes, mostly tudents don't make any connections among the chemistry idea ' heing 

taught during a week lesson let alone after the completion of th'ir . ehooling or uni\ 'el"it) 

education. They perceive each topic as a separat ntity, which i d,tached from the physical 

world it stands for. They do not know that their int Ilectual chemical knowledge is reprcsentation 

of the physical world. Intellectual knowledge i. th ymholic: ab tract rcpre. entation or the 



ph_ sical orld. (Gagne, 1977: I ). On top of this, problems can never be sol ed In vacuum. 

thcrcf'orc schools 'hould teach u able ('orm of knowledge. 

"l.earning is problem 01 ing', (Soden. 1994:27). He Curther discusses that problcm-solving 

skills arc ne form o[thinking skills. Learning and study are also thinking skills . Learners have to 

u. c certain mental operation and procedures to storc new information in a way, which enable 

them to r trie e it easil when it is required. P ople can become good Icarncrs in the same way as 

they became good problem solvers. Many of the mental operation. which are useful in problem 

solving. ar al 0 useful in learning. TIe further argues that wh n one confronts with a problem it 

i u ful to search for one's memory for a similar task and its solution. The same mental 

operation would be efficient when something new has to be learned. Therefore, learning and 

problem. olving involve interdependent mental activities. Efficient problem solving depends on 

relc\'ant information having becn entered initially in the memory and then to its appropriate 

category. Soden, (1994:28) also claims that efficient learning depends on using man or the 

mental procedure. which used in problem solving to sort out incoming processes. Therefore, in 

t aching problem solving, you are also teaching people how to learn [or them elves. so is 

problem olving orientation in chemistry education. 

Kalbag, (1987: 129). explains the importance of problem solving orientation in education in a 

difCerent approach. That is problem solving eonverts information in to knowledge. InCormation 

can be stored in books, Libraries and in our memories, but information stored will be converted 

into knowledge when it is put into use. For instance, he says when we are given a formula Fmc. 

, (Where E denotes energy m=denotes mass, and C- denotes speed of light). one cannot 

expected to be able to use how strong he is in arithmetic. He has to choose the appropriate unit 

compatible to the formula. It is only after he has used that information could converted into 

knowledge. He further argues that it is always problem solving that always produce knov .. ledgc 

that is mueh more active and usable than information acquired in other ways. 

Generally, problem-solving orientation in education has great contribution 111 learning usable 

iorm of knowledge, and developing self-learning and problems solving skills. Therefore. 

~ problem-solving orientation in chemistry education should be a critical concern at all levels. not 

onl y to solve professional or life problems, but also to learn and convert information stored in 

memories in to usable knowledge structure. It might be due to this deriving phih'ophy or 
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prohlem soh ing that educational authoritic' seriously concerned ahout designing educational 

objective. in ord r to de clop 0 nitive capacity and prohlem sol ing skills. 

2.5 Historical Approaches of Problems Solving 

s di rferent p ~ chologi t and pcrts point out lh re are differenl approaches (\Val's) to 

be u 'cd as a mean of sol ing problems. Among lhe. e some or lhem arc discussed in 

follo\\ ing clion. ( .. (' 

2.5.1 The Behavioral Approach 

The behavioral approach of problem olving was the dominant approach in earl y stud ies of 

l1lerican Bcha ioral p ycholog . It was with the work of Thorndike (1898) on thc hehavior or d 

cat in a bo, that brought into existence. (Phye and And re. 1986: 172: Gilhool). J 988 :6' 

andllouston. 1986:46). From observation of the behavior of the cat in a box. he concluded that 

problems could be 'olv d through a number of trial-and- rror that i with no conscious planning. 

monitoring. and thinking of problem solving strategies. Then on wards he developed a trial -and

error learning model and used thi model as a basis to problem solving in gen'ra1. r Touston 

(1986:347) rclat s this approach with "a blind flashing" trying out of different solutions until the 

stumble on the correct one. In general the beha ioral views (models) of problems solving allow ' 

little room to thought and planning in problem solving which marked man olT from other lowcr 

animal. (Phye and Andre, 1986: 172: Dewey, 1960: 17-18). for beha iori ,ts in many situations. 

human do not think about before engaging in behavior, and their activitie ' is vcr. random tlnd IS 

just doing impuisi ely. 

Thorndik 's and other beha iori ts' argument had fallen under critics ith the movement 0 (' a 

group of German psychologists called as gestalt's. The failure of Thorndike argumcnt or trail 

and-error approaches might arise. from the fact that hi experiment was conducted on animals to 

stud) the behavior of human bcing which might lead his gencralil'ation to suITer from 'xternal 

\'alidit) (gcncralil'ation to being). 

2.5.2 The Gestalt's Approach of Problems Solving 

In reaction to the America Reha ioral ps chologists and German school or ps)' 'hoh>g) (icslid(" 

elllpha'iil'es on the role 01' mental structure, organizution in perc 'ptioll. and thinking. (110 .1'>[011, 



1986: 47; Ph c and ndrc, 1986:173-4; and Gilhooly, 1988 :6). With regard to problem solving 

approach, thc claim that it is udden an" ha!" likc " insight experiencc" which results from 

'L1ddcn r arranoem nt of mental elements to a structurc that providc a solution to thc problem. lie 

\\'a: Kohl r (192 ) provided evidence to Oe talt's approach of problem solving from his stud} 

c ndu t d on chimpanzee. rom th study, he ob erved that behavior of himp did not seem to 

in\'oh'e random trial -and-error behavior. but rath r thcy emerges a sudden solution to the 

problems. I Ie called this sudden rearrangemcnt/restructuring of mental clements to provide 

solution to a problem as " insight experience". Ba ed on this study he concluded that human 

probl m sol ing also ba ed on thinking about the situation and rearranging mcntal elements to 

r ach the olution of a problem ju t like a "flasb" of light. Ile believes that this "insight" 

experience carried out through a series of thinking and trial-and -error processes in the mind. 

Therefor. he gives especial emphasis to involvcment of thinking for problcm sol ing. What both 

I'horndike and Kohler committed was their conclu ion on to human being based on stud_ or 

animal beha ior. With regard to the Behaviorists view of trial-and-error approaches of problem 

'olving. Gestalt's argue that a number of trail-and-error might be done in the mind or the 

problem solv r, and after a number of trail-and-enor in mind that can be reached correct and 

permanent solution and then to engage physically in the solution (Houston, ) 986:348). 

2.5.3 The Stages of Problem Solving 

Several authors have analyzed problem solving in several series of stag . For instance. modern 

theories of problem solving and concepts were drawn up on a tep analysis of problem solving 

developed by Polya (Houston, 1986:349; Reynolds and Flagg, 1983:22"). ccording to Polya 

problem solving involves breaking of problems into sub goals up to which it can bc directl) 

soh'able. The proce s involves: 

• Understanding the problem which involves determining the goal , conelu. ions o/" the 

problem and the available data; 

• Devise a plan to guide a solution of a problem; 

• Carry out the plan; and 

• Check back that involves relieving the solutions and corre t the plan a: necessary. 

Research methods of problem solving can be taken as a typical example or this approach. Polya 
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felt that d~vi. ~ plan to guid a solution of the problem i critical which d mands critical thinking. 

h~nce over all problem oLlld be broken down into a set of econdary goals. or sub goals. in 

whieh each to be more ea ily olved than the original on . 'I he sub goals even may further be 

broken do\ n until it bec mes a dir etly solvable task. Wallen (1926) in Phye and Andrc 

(1986: 174) argued in a imilar fashion as ju. t described abov . Thi approach or problem solving 

paved a v ay to algorithmic v ay of problcm solving. Algorithmic method or problem solving is a 

procedure that. if correct! applied, will alway result in succes . (J {ouston. 1986:349}. 

Unfortunatel . we may not break d wn all problems into sub-problems to de i e an algorithm 

and i r we do not have an algorithm. we n cd to earch for another approach of problem sol ing 

\\ hich i: heuri tic approach that in olves an cducated guess how be t to go to solution. You 

might n d to gues hieh v ill be the be. t way to solve/hand the problem. (J louston. 1986' 350). 

2.5.4 The Piagetian Approach to Problem Solving 

Cognitive information proe ssing taken the leading place in school curriculums and hence is 

problem- 01 ing approach. Since the early 1960s, the dominant position in merican psycho log 

moves from Behavior to cognitive psychology (Phye and Adre. 1986: 175). Piaget and his 

followers developed a problem- olving approach focuses on mental logic that 'upports problem 

solving and how that logic develops. They make a relation between cognitive de elopment and 

problem solution. The ba i of their as umption is cognitive information proces ing mod I of 

problem solving which ha got differcnt components and analogically related to programmed 

computer; (Ph e and ndre. 1986: 175: and HOLl ton, 1986:350) Problems solvino consist. or 
mental and beha ioral aeti ities that are involved in dealing with problems. Problem . ol\'in~) ma) 

im 01\ e thinking (cognition) component. emotional or motivational components. beha, ioml 

components (directed by cognitive components); a feeling of confidence in one' abilit to sol c 

the problem would respect an emotional component (Phye and Andre. 1986: 175: I Iou ton 

198:350: Goldman, 1986:135; Cohen, 1991:166). 

2.6 Some Models of Problem Solving 

s I·oshay. (2003:4) tate that cognitive research done in th la t 20 years has lead to a dirferent 

models of problem solving. Today we know problem solving includes .a complex set or co!!.nitin; 

beha\ ioral and attitudinal components. The ('our compreh~nsi e models that assumed to make 
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stand out the cognitive components of problem solving arc polya' ; Gla. er ' s. Raghavan 's and 

l3oxtl.:r·s: Schoenfelds; and smith's model. (Sugrue 1994:4-7; ohen 1991: J 65) 

InCormation proce sing method are the basis for the development of these models on problem 

. oh'ing behavior to be analyzed and decompo cd into a . et of leveled stages (Coben, 1991 : 166). 

Some of the models revi wed in the preceding sections. In its most general formulation so.lving a 

probl '111 in 01 e transforming an initial state to a goal state through a sel of mental operations. 

Mode J: Glaser, Raghavan, and Boxter (1992) 

J'his approach represents the late t version of a model that has been suggested and relined by 

GJa er. chi and their colleagues at different times, (Sugrue, 1994:4). The model primarily base it 

sel r on the re ults of novice and expert performance on knowledge rich tasks such as 

mathematics, physics, and chemistry. An important difference between experts and novices in 

any occupational area is that experts store their l<J1owledge in large concept structurcs. (Maloney 

1994:329; Gabel and Bunce, 1994:314; Soden, 1994:211). The larger structures and links 

bet\· ccn concepts can make them easily accessible where and when they are demanded . The 

Glaser's et al model cited in sugrue, (1994: 4) depicts five components of problem solving. 

Structured, / Integrated Know ledge. Good problem solvers (what he call exp rts) usc 

organized information rather than isolated facts. They store Coherent Chunk of information in 

memory that enables th m to retrieve/access meaningful patterns and principles readily. 

Effective Representation of a Problem. Problem solvers qualitatively assess the nature of 

problem and then construct a mental model or representation from which they can make 

inference . add constraints to reduce the problem space. A major obstacl novice fac when 

trying to solve problems (chemistry) is that of translating from the verbal statement or till.: 

problem to accurate and effective physical representation of the problem, (Maloney, 1994:340). 

For effective representation of the problem concept of task environment and problem pace are 

important. The ewell-simon theory of problem solving cited in Rylon and Linn, (1988:367) 

states that 'the task environments is the structure of facts, concepts, and their interrelationship 

that make up the problems and the problem-space is the probl m solver ' mental representation or 
the task environment." Inaccurate and inadequate prob lem representation ma make a prohlem 

dirficult. or even impossible to solve it. 
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Proccduralize Knowledge. Good problcm solver know when to usc and how to usc what they 

know. In other words, they can make their knowledgc bound to conditions of applicability and 

proc dure for usc. 

Atomacity. In proficient performance component skills can rapidly and cooperatively executed, 

so that more processing i devoted to decision mal ing with minimal inferences in the over all 

performance. 

Self-Regulations. Good problem olvers have developed self- regulatory (monitoring) or 

e 'ccutive skills, which they employ to monitor and control their cognitive processing. and 

performance in general. 

Mode 2 Schoenfeld (1985: 1992) 

McCormick and pressley (1997: 370) Sugrue, (1994:5) have developed a mathematical model of 

cognition that primarily supported by a series of empirical evidences on the effects of instruction 

on mathematics learning and performance. However, Schoenfeld shows. research from oth r 

lie Ids also support and inform aspects of the model. His model of mathematical problem solving 

involves four components of information processing system, which detailed as follows. 

A Knowledge Base (Resources) About Mathematical Concepts. The conception of 

mathematical thinking begins with mathematical concepts including both the declarati e 

knowledge ("what", or factual knowledge, understanding or propositional knowledge) and 

procedural knowledge ('how knowledge" such a algorithmic and non-algorithmic procedures) 

required to mathematics (Houston. 1986:5; ibid). Of course the same i. true about chemistry 

thinking. 

Problem Solving Strategies. (Heuristics). Polya. (McCormik and Pres Ie , 1997) claims lbat 

problem solving strategies works only if the thinker is armed with a great deal of math mattcal 

conceptual knowledge. Strategies and techniques are for making progress on unfamili ar or n )11 -

standard problems. Rules of thumb for effective problem olving includes; dra ing figures. 

introducing suitable notations exploiting related problem, reformulating related problems. 

working back ward and testing verification procedures (Sugrue 1994:5). lIeuristic approaches of" 

problem solving arc believed to be the 1110st important approach. The term ' Jleuristics' comes 

from Latin word hcurisco that means ·to find our , (Gupta, 1991 :33). 
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Monitor'ing And Control (Metaeognition). According to 'choenfeld, cited in McCormick and 

Pressley, (1997); Sugrue, 1994: 5) metacognition is a global decision regardi ng scI f-regulated usc 

of kno\ ]edoe including selection of strategies, planning, monitoring and assessment, decision 

making. and consciou metaeognitive acts. Students should know where and when to apply 

conceptual knowlcdg . 

Motivation And Beliefs (Belief Systems). One's vicw of 'mathematical world' that is the set or 

(not nece sarily conscious) determinants of an individual s behavior about selL about the 

en ironment, about the topic, and about mathematics in general. All these can arise from students 

experience as part of mathematical instruction, (Ibid). 

Model 3 Smith 1991 

s it i' stated in ugrue (J 994:5), Smith's model of problem solving differentiates between 

external and internal factors that are thought to affect problem solving performance: and between 

good and expert problem solving. The distinction betwecn good and expcrt problem solving 

reflects a concern that the conclusions of expert novice studies are based too heavily on the 

performance of experts for whom the 'problems solved may not have been novel enough to elicit 

thc kind of problem solving. Processe used by Jess than effort, yet successful problem solver.·. 

ovices often successfully solve problems, but their solution processes arc not same as those of 

experts, (Smith and Good, in Sugrue 1994:6; and Smith in Bonder and Domin, 2000: II). Smith 

suggests that expert problem solving is merely a subset of successful problem solving and that 

the goal of education in academic setting is to produce successful problem solvers. not experts as 

such. I Ie also criticized the expert-novice dichotomy as unju tly equating expertise with succcss. 

Successful problem solvers often share more procedural charactcristics that distinguish them 

[rom unsuccessful subjects than do experts wben experts compared to novic s, (Bonder and 

Domin, 2000:26). Therefore, on the basis of this view he develop a model of a characteri ·tics of 

good problems solvers who are not highly experienced professional . The internal factors 

included in smith's model arc the most relevant cognitive eompon 'nts of problcm solving and 

hence only this part of the model arc presented here (Sugrue, 1994:6-7). 

Affective. Good problem solving is enhanced by certain affective ariable' including: sci r 
confidence, perscveranee, enjoyment, positive self-talk, motivation, and beliefs and valuc .. 

(Roherts. 1975:332; Vermeer, et ai, 2000:308-309). 
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E~perienee rhe length of pnor successful problem solving c pencnee ' (especi all) In the 

domain) of the probl m nhances good problem sol ing 

O()main Specific Knowledge. Good problem olving requires knowledge of the domain from 

\\ hich the problem drawn . Th se are three t pes of knowlcdge factual. conceptual or schematic 

and procedural. Thc problcm olvers should ha e accurate (misconception free), adcquate. 

organizcd. a ce ible, and integrated form of the aforementioned types of knowledge. 

General Problem olving Skill. Good problem solving can be improved by knowledge of 

general problem 01 ing proeedures such as field dependence, personality etc. 

G nerall ,irre pecti e of degree of experti e, mith propo cs that good problem sol ers tcnd to : 

adapt their kn wledg and its organization to facilitat the solution of problcms in the domain: 

appl ' their knowledge and skills' u e forward re 'olving and domain speei fie cxpertisc. u e 

"wcaker' problems procedures (means-end-analy is, trial-and-error, etc) on problem spaee 

"\\ hich incorporate a qualitati e representation and description of the probl m: plan (at lea t 

tacitly) .the general trategy or approach to be taken (depending on the perceived complc ' it)' of 

the problcm): break problems into part and perform multistep proeedures when necessary. 

keeping the results of previous step in mind; employ relevant problem solving 

procedure/heuri tic both domain specific and general' evaluate the solution and the solution 

procedure: and 

abstract patterns in their own performance (identify powerful solution strategies). and identit) 

critical similarities among th problems and u eful problem types. 

Mode.t Newell et al (1958) Models of Problem Solving 

ewell et aJ's model in Cohen (1991 : 166) underlies on the as umption of information proces i ng 

modd that con ider. problem solving involves multi-step mind operations in the course or 
transforming initial state of the problem to the goal state of the problem. The stag's involn: the 

process representation of the problem, selection of operator , implem 'ntatian of th~ . 'Iec..:tcd 

operators, and evaluation of the current state. 

Representation of the Problem. Simon, Martin and ~ stye. 10 Bonder and Domin (2000:16) 

dcline problem repre entation ynonymously with mental model construction about the problem . 

Simon Llses the term repre entation in sense of 'internal reprcsentation' information that ha'i been 
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encod d, modi lied and t red in th hrain . Martin uses the term in a . imilar s nse when he says 

that repn;. entati n " ignif 0 er imperfect concepti n of the world." Este reminds as that a 

reJlrc 'entation stands for but d e not fully depict an item or event. At the repr sentation stage. 

problem 01 r formulates the problem space that involves representing hoth the initial and goa l 

state:. under tanding the in truction and constraints on the problem. retrie ing relevant 

intc rmation from long term. memor or collecting additional information about the task . The 

problem spae i. r adily available with the problem, but must be constructed by the solver on the 

basis of hi pa. t c perience. to red knowl dge will affect the interpretation or the prohlem: so 

dirrcrent problem 01 er construct different problem spac s for the same problem . 

Th di . tinction between external and internal representation in problem solving as component of' 

his or her mind "External representation" are phy ical manifestation of this information . An 

external repre entation maya sequence of word used to describe an internal representation . It 

mi ght draw a Ii t of information that captures particular clements of an internal representati on. 

(Gabel and Bunce. 1994:316). 

In general repre entation can be realized as a creation of cognitive structure to the problem to 

make ready for cognitive operation. 

Selcction of Operators. In this stage the solver selects operations that work in constructed 

cognitive structure of tran forming the initial state. Set of operations rna be a. ociated \-\ ith the 

prohlem pace. but they may have to be re-evaluated and/or new ones ma ha e to be elected . 

When the problem pace is small and highly constrained, it is easier t select the appropriate 

operator. When the problem space is large, the selection of operator requires to heuristic search . 

common h uristic for election of operators is mean -end anal i .. Th' earch ') ·tem finds 

ditferences hetween the current state and the goal state and 'elects the operator that ,\ ill reduce 

these difference ,( ohen, 1991: 166; 2001: 123; hi" Glaser" and Rees, 1982:10-11). 

Implementation of the electcd Operation. This stage results in a n w current state that ma) 

or may not correspond with the goal state. In some problem. the 'olution i r ached in a single 

step_ in oth rs a serie of operation i requir d. 

When an evaluation of the current state or this is judged to correspond to the goal state, a solution 

is reached. the olving processes terminates. If not, further transformation operations must he 
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s lected and implement d. But the stages arc not neces. arily strictly sequential: and problem 

olver can back track and repre ent another problem space to tart again. 

2.7 Summaries and Implication of the Models 

[t i e entiaJ to note that the words that dichotomize problem solvers into expert-novice problem 

:olver has fallen under critics by some researchers as noted in the above section . Thc present 

researcher also adopts this idea. In the world 01 problem so lving, the terms novice and expert 

need to be exempted and should be used in distinguishing who is and/or who is not performing 

routines (exercises) with automation and/or in a controlled manner. However. problems arc 

unfamiliar to the solver. In the act of problem solving there are succcssful and unsuccessful 

problcm olv rs in \i hieh this study intends to consider. If we use the term no ice and experts in 

probl m sol ing. we are suppres ing creativity in problem solving and enhancing drill and 

practicc i of what is already known by him self. 

Generally, the model just described in above section contains many cognitive variables of 

problem solving. Sugrue (1994:7) identifics and categorizes the critical cognitive variables in to 

knowledge tructure, cognitive functioning and belicf systcms towards thc task. RUJ11clhart and 

ormans (1989) in Sugrue (1994:7) make distinctions between the variables that rclate to the 

structure of knowledge in memory. and variables related to the cognitive functions and that 

operates on knowledge structure to assemble. control and monitor execution of a solution to mcet 

the demands of unfamiliar task. McCombs, (1980); Mc Lead, (1985); Snow: (1989) cited in 

Sugruc, (1994: 7) point out that cognitive constructs of problem solving that relates motivation 

(beliefs) is necessary to account for differences in problems solving that re 'L1lts ['rom perception 

or belief system about one self and the task. 

Thc a 'sumption of Sugrue (1994:8) about the critical cognitive components 0[' problem oh ing is 

Lhat the ability to so lve problems in a particular domain/occupational area results li'om a complcx 

interaction of the components. As Snow (1993) noted in Sugrue, (1994:8). Cl'rors in performance 

occurs when a persons 'previously stored cognitivc components and kno" ledge base arc 

inadequate. or poorly applied, impro isional as embly and action control de ices are weak 

bccau 'c they arc not geared to the specific tasl type at hand, or achievement moti ation fla) 

prematurely" 
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In conclusion, since it would be impossible to measure at time all the variables related to problem 

solving, the pres nt r earcher adopts ugrue (1994) models of critical cognitive components of 

problem sol ino (knowledge structure, cognitive functioning and belief systems of the task) to 

asses III overall problems solving ability of the solver. Therefore, good chemical thinkers should 

b armed ith well-structured chemistry knowledge. With no chemical knowledge. it is 

improbable to be a successful problem solver. The knowledge of how to work on a new situation 

ncxibly ith the available knowledge structure is also one of the critical cognitive constructs of 

problem solving. On top of this effective utilization of one's mental capacity, to persistently work 

with unfamiliar situation, has to develop positive self efficacy, and interest towards the problcm 

situation, other wise if he/she has not good belief systems, might skip even may not scnsc a 

problem and not utilize his knowledge related to the problem. These three critical cognitive 

components of problem solving are di cussed, in the following section in detail. 

2.8 Cognitive Components of Problem Solving Performance in Chemistry 

Problem solving is more than direct retrieval of information from mcmory. There is a large body 

of research on problem solving in various di eiplines. However, these different studies focus on 

different variables that might influence problem solving. It is some studies that examine the 
, 

relative importance; interactions among such cognitive variables, which make difficult to piecc 

together a definitive list of the cognitive factors. Sugrue, (1994: 3-4) has tried to categori/.c these 

cognitive variables revealed in different models of problem solving in to three critical cognitive 

components of problem solving, namely knowledge structure, cognitive functioning and beliefs 

systems towards the problem (task). In relation to this Heppner and KrauskapL 1972: 

Schocngeld, 1983; Silver and MarshaL 1990; (Tylor and Dionne, 2000:41') Claim that in any 

educational context in life in general problem solving proee is the interaction or f~lctual 

kno'-'Vledge, cognitive and meta cognitive strategies, experiences. belief systems and social 

factors . Comprehensive model of problem solving arc just discussed in following section 

2.8.1 Chemical knowledge Structures 

Knowledge is one of our cognitive constructs that are neces ary to consciously idcnti fy and solvc 

problems. For instance chemistry problem solvers need to havc chemistry knO\\Jcdgc . \flam 
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psychologi , ts and researchers working in prob lem so lving area, claim that problems never be 

· ol\'~d in vacuum. There should be background knowledge related to the problem at hand . 

an researchers in Taconis, Ferguson- Hcssler and Brockkamp (2000:44 S-447); Sodcn 

(1994:41 -2); hri tine Mc ormick and Pressley (1997:372), Gable and Bunce (1994:303 -30S): 

note that knowledge structure is a basic and unsubstituable components of problem . 01 ing that 

problem solver should pos es to tackle problems in his professional area or life in general. 

C( ormick and Presley (J 997 :8) aSSUJ11e that knowledge is a determinant or performance. lie 

added that th se who pos es domain specific knowledge processe information efficiently than 

domain novice ' . Further more Taconi , Ferguson-Hessler, Brockkamp (2000:446) cxplains 

· imilarly in terms of Schema. Schema is a unit in human memory representing a functional 

package of knowledge and which are central to problem solving their contcnt. and structur. 

Simon and Jlaycs (1976) in Gable and BWlce (1994:304) also remark that there is no substitute 

for ha ing prerequisite knowledge if onc to solve a problem. The studies made by urrenbcrn 

and Pickering (1987) and awrey (1990) in Gabel and Bunce (1994: 304) on college chemistry 

· tudents by using conceptual knowledge base problems solving shows that conccptual 

understanding is necessary for problem solving. Th tudies reveal that problem 01 cr based on 

conceptual under tanding performs twice than traditional (algorithmic) problem solvers For 

instance Gable and Bunce from their study on chemistry students' remark that in order to solve a 

chemistry problem in an acceptable manner, the problem solver must ha e both cientifie and 

procedural knowledge. In sum, what all the studies show is that knowledge is a basic component 

of problem solving. Therefore, a successful problem solver should have well grounded 

knowledge structure. 

2.8.1.1. Knowledge Structure of Successful Vs Unsuccessful Problem solvers 

Man) researchers such as Glaser (1984; 1990; 1992); Gorodetsky and IIoz ( 1980) cited in Gable 

and Bunce (1994:"'05) documented that successfully solve problems information should be 

structurcd in terms of concepts. principles, rules, conditions and procedures. For instancc 

knowledge structure of good problem solvers is w II integrated in a wa) if one or the nodes 

(concepts) of the structure is triggered the whole knowledge structure will b activated and the 

proccss of accommodation will come in to actions. Soden (1994:42), argues that knowkdge be 

structured heirchically by imbedding specific knowledge in more general! applicabl' kno\\ ledge 
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so that it can be rememb red more ea ily and applicable more flexibly in the proces. or prohlem 

. oh·ing. On the other way round, it means that if concepts arc unrelated and scattered 

haphazardly probl m olving proce . b come hampered. 

Gorodet k. and Iloz (1980) cited in (Jablc and Bunce (1994:305), from the result of' their stud) 

on tenth grade chemi tr tudents n te that both successful and unsuccessl'ul problem solvers 

Llsed the concept Ii ted in their profilc analysis, however, the successful problems sol ers made 

more connection for the two groups increased at higher level of the c ncept profile. In 

connection to thi Glaser, (1984; 1990; 1992); and Marshal (1988; 1993) cited in Sugrue (1994:8). 

remark. that the structure of good problem solver knowledge (sometimes called Schemas. or 

mental models, or knowledge) are connected, integrated, coherent or chunked. fn contrast the 

kno\-\ ledge of poor problem solvers is deemed to be fragmented. and unconnected. The more 

connected one' knowledge, the mor the knowledge is activated when one pieced of the network 

i triggered by information pre ented by in a problem, Anderson. 1983; Gagne. Yekovich and 

Yeko ich. 1993 cited in ( ugru , 1994:8) . Furthermore. Chi et al (1983) ; Mestre'. Dufresne 

Garaee Hardiman. and Tougher () 992); Schultz and Lochhead, (1991); 

( ugrue 1994:9) argue that the knowledge of good problem sol er seems to be linked. organi/.ed 

around key principles, and related concepts which are linked to conditions and procedures for 

implementation . 

The definition components of knowledge structure which are concepts. principles and rules is 

important for classifying in tructional outcomes and is given by Merrill. () 983) cited in (Suurue. 

1994:9). Principle is defined as a rule, law. formula, or if then statement characterizes the relation 

ship between two or more concepts. For example, the relation ship between force and motion is 

defined by principles of ewton s law of motion. 

Phye and Andre (1986; 254) also define rules or principles as statement that r lated concepts and 

tell how changes or alterations in one concept influcnce other concept. 'I hey further argued that 

a pcrson who knows a rule has an inferred capability that enables the indi\'idualto respond to the 

class of stimuli/situation with a class or performances . 
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(Janne (1977) In Phy and ndre (1986:264) viewed in a holistic manncr that concepts. 

principle. and kill. hav a t of critical features that give rise to their operations or identity 

situations to which they ar applieabl . E ample: Explain the following chemical equilihrium . 

a) h shits to the left when reaction pre ure is rcduced (Lichalclicr's principles). 

2 (g) +3 I-h 2 I b (g) 

h) h the ch mical quilibrium shift to the right when the pressure is increased? 

c) hat will happen the equilibrium sate ifsome amount of 1 h is removed and/or added? 

E>.ample 2: What happen to th Equilibrium tate if you add more heal to the reaction system 

gi\l~nheIO\,v?!\ I B +-:- B I (-) H 6 

II the campi show how principle and concepts help as t relate to conditions and explain 

condition . The concept involv in the above reaction arc equilibrium ate. rcactants. products. 

shift to the right, hifts to th left, Exothermic, and Endothermic reactions. Principlc involved is 

I .ichatclier's principle of chemical equilibrium 

The eau al relations between concepts are connected by principle. Therefore. undcrstanding 

principles a sume that of understanding concepts related by principles. !\ concept i a eatcgor) or 
objects. event. people. or ymbol or ideas that hare common defining attrihute. or properties 

and arc identified by the same name. ( ugrue. 1994:9). For instance suh tanee. salt. base. acid. 

energy. molecule are concepts which be expressed by same definition 

concepts faci I i tates identi fication, or generation 0 f examples of a concept. 

For example. if one a ked to 

(a) Gi e example of alt. 

(b) Classify the following compounds in their category. 

nderstanding of 

,'ac!. CaCO). aOIl, NIh MgO. LiOIL H L, MG (011)2. 8aC12• aIleO]. ICh 1 hSO,. 

CI hCOOI I. ( TI3CIhOIl. C1I30CII ,. CI hO and 1I30TI; he will appl his understanding or 
concepts salt. base. acid. alcohol. aldeh de and ether. Therefore. to facilitate prohkm soh in~) . 

concepts and principles must be linked to conditions and pr cedure to facilitate th'ir LIse ill 

unfamiliar situations. !\. procedure i a set of. t 'ps that can be carried out to achieve some goal. 
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( onditions are a peet of the environm nt that indicate the existence of an instance or a concept : 

or that indicate the particular principle operating or might be applied; or that a particular 

procedure operating appropriatel.y at unfamiliar situation (Sugrue, 1994: I 0). Therefore good 

problem solvers should b able to recognize situation where particular procedures can be 

performed to identify or generate an instance of a concept. They should also be able to assemble 

procedure' based on a principle LO engineer (shape) a desired outcome in a problem situation, 

(Simon and Simon in Maloney 1994:334). 

Thro (1978) in Maloney (1994:335) also notes that, problem solving ability of subjects vary 

directly with the e tablishment of related concepts in their cognitive structure. i\ knowledge 

(rueture is open to asses ment. Diagnostic assessment of problem solving ability should invol\e 

identiiication of students who understand concepts, not the principles that links them: students 

who understand the concepts and principles but lack knowledge of procedurcs to apply them; and 

students who can perform procedures correctly but do not know when it is appropriate to apply 

them, ( ugrue. 1994: 1 0). Therefore designing a task that let them to be mani rested can assess 

these components of knowledge structure profiles. 

2.8.1.2 Assessment of Knowledge Structure 

As it is so far discussed in the earlier section, knowledge tructme is one critical components of 

problem solving. When we are talking about knowledge structure, we arc concerning about 

domain specific knowledge structure in which the elements; facts, concepts. and principlcs arc 

interlinked (chunked) in away to tructure knowledge in a usable forms of organization. In other 

words when we have a well-structured (chunked) prior knowledge thc whole structure will he 

activated and then relevant information retrieved to works effeeti ely on the probl m situation. 

For example. a chemist who have well organized knowledge about Thermodynamics. comes 

across problem situations related to heat transfer. his knowledge structure about Thermodynamics 

will be activated by the given problem situation and then will retrieved the appropriate 

inlorJ1')ation about Thermodynamics principles. If the probl inS ' 01 er has not . tructured 

Thermodynamics knowledge, there may not be activation of knowlcdoc structure to retrievc 

relevant information (data [rom his semanti memory), th n ultimatc!y might fail to solve thl: 

problem. Therefore, to understand one's knowledge structure and to judge his/her prohkms 

solving ability assessment need to be in place. 
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S sm nt of knowledg tructure involve the asses ment of concepts. principles. and their 

interrelations. how cone pts are linked to conditions and procedures. (Sugruc, 1994 : 14). 

Knowledg oC concepts can be a sess d by asking students to generate examples to concepts. to 

delinc concepts. to desc~'ibe related concepts, and discriminate questions/problems (Kcan and 

iddlecamp, 1986:88); and as di fferent authors cited in ( ugrue, 1994: 14). 

Principles in the knowledge structure of the solver can be assessed through categorization or 
problems into simi lar types based on knowledge that requires be using, and basing on problems 

that involve the same principle. Therefore students are asked to identify why a number of 

problems are imilar why did something during problem solving and accuratc interpretation or 

problem solving, a many authors cited in ( ugrue, 1994: 14). 

For as es ing links among concepts with conditions and procedure; and links among principles 

or rules with conditions and procedures [or applying them is suggested by many scholars. 

(Sugrue 1994: 14). For instance asking students to select or suggest a method for soh'ing a 

problem; to debug a solution; to suggest the ordering or the procedures or step ' in particular 

situation; giving particular set of conditions to think aloud as they attempt solution. or to explain 

why they use a particular trategy or procedures for identifying or generating instances or 

concepts are vcr important in chemistry and in the domain of science in general where man 

tasks involve testing substances, or objects in order to classify or identi r their category. For 

example, to analyze an unknown substance in chemistry demands the knowledge or procedures. 

Tasks requiring knowledge of procedures that are linked to principles go beyond identilication or 

generation of instances or object with particular defining properties. ' I asks requiring knowledge 

of principles related procedures are that requires selection to application of procedures to modi r 
some aspects of a situation that will re ult in a de ired outcome (change in a related concepts). 

2.8.2 Cognitive Functioning 

The notion or cognitive functioning is central to the model o[ cogniti e information praees 'ing 

that relates existing knowledge with the information presented in the persuasive message. It is the 

kind or cognitive process that support OexibJc adaptation of ones knowledge ·tructurc and it is 

referred in literature as metacognitions, (Phyc and Andre, (1986); and Brown, Branstord, Ferrara. 

and Compion, (J 990) in Sugrue, (1994); or higher order thinking proees,'es, Baker. (1990): 

Kulnn, (1984) in (Sugrue 1994:10). Flexibility in thinking refer to as lateral thinking. to m 'an 
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that students can learn to consider alternative points of view and to view and to deal with several 

sources of informati n simultaneously. Whether cognitive functions referred in different ways or 

not the es ence that ultimatc1y all wants to communicate is the same idea about nexible 

adaptation of one', knowledge structure when helor she come a crosses new situation. Therefore, 

in thi . paper it may be us d alternatively to ay the same idea the metacognition is the knowledge 

and regulatory system that operates on cognitive knowledge structures. 

Flavell (1979) cited in Phye and Andre (1986:206) defines metacognitve knowledge "that 

segment of our (a child's in adult' ) stored world knowledge that has to do with people as 

cognitive creatures and with their diverse cognitive tasks, goals, actions, and expericnces". In 

other words it means that it i knowledge of our stored knowledge about the world and that make 

us to have a thinking behavior before acting on it. Victor and Kellough (1997:168) givcs an 

operational definition that metacognition is the ability to plan, monitor and evaluate one's own 

thinking. 

Baker and Brown cited in Phye,a dn Ander (1986: 120) distinguishes two types of metacogntions 

that is knowledge about cognition, and regulation of cognition knowledge about one's own 

cognitive re ources (example, facts, concepts, principles or rules in Long-term memor and other 

sources). and knowledge about how compatible the demand of learning situations are ""ith one's 

own resources. 

For instance, do I have good knowledge structure about solutions to olve problems in this 

speci fic domain or not? Baker and Brown further argued that knowledge about cognition is 

relatively stable overtime, can be stated by the learner; may not be accurate: and IS late 

developing and is so more complete in the older learner. When we arc sa ing it IS late 

developing, it means that the ability to think about and aware of one' s own action during 

problem olving, reading and writing can be developed by cooperative effort of teachers and 

students. It can be altered through instruction and is open to assessment. Th reforc. ducation 

institutions should work to wards enriching students' knowledge about their cognition. 

The second type of metacognition is regulation or cognition consi,ts of the self-regulatory 

mechanisms used by active learners during on going attempt to solve problem (Bro'v"n, 198}: 

634). The regulatory activities are thought to be relatively un table; rarc! stated; and relatively 

independent of the learners' age. The second type of rnetacognition is difficult to interv ne 
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lhroug,h instruction and as cs mcnl. According to Brown regulatory cognitivc aClivitit;s includes 

planning one'. ne ' t mo e, checking the outcome of any tratcgie one might u e, monitoring the 

dTecti\'encs of an attempted actions, tcsting, revising, and evaluation one's strategies for 

learning. Ithough th two type of metaeognitve trategies are di tinguished conceptual I. ' 

BrO\o\-n argue the are elo el interrelated and both should b' considered to understand 

mctacognition. From all the e it can bc aid that metaeognition includes knowledge 

(·on.ciou ne s) about, and regulation of various cognitive process. It is a self-awareness and self

control of on . own cognitive activity. 

Different eholar. have i olated specific a pect of cognitive functioning that mi ght be open to 

as'c 'sm nL For in tance Sugre (1994: 17), planning problem olving approach, and monitoring 

prngres . (Campione and Brown. 1990): planning, monitoring, selecting and connecting (Corno 

and Mandinach, 1993); planning, monitoring, and evaluating ( temberg. 1985), and knowing 

\\h n or \'ohat one knows, or do not know. predicting the correctness or outcome of onc's 

p~rformancc, planning a head. efficiency and performance (Glaser, Lesgold, Lajoie. 1987). 

Ithough the cholars forms of presentation are different their view of cogniti e functioning 

rcvolves around planning monitoring and evaluation of one cogniti e performance. 

2.8.2.1 Cognitive functioning of Good Problem Solver 

(Jood problem solvers spend a dispropOJ1ionate amount of time in the initial planning phase or 

problem 01 ing. and follow one olution path rather than trying out a number or solutions. 

Campion and Grown (1990); Gagne et at. (199"): Gla er, (1992): Vos ' and Post. (1988): 

I,arkin. McDermolt. imon and imon. (1990) cited in ( ugrue 1994: I I). 

Finegold. Mars and Ploya in Maloney (1994:329) remark some points cone rning good problem' 

solvers. To mention, good problem solver tran late the probl ms correctly and more exactly than 

do other. Good problem solver plan their solution more [ully and great r dctail bcfort; eurr) ing 

out than does poor olvers who tcnd to olve with out planning. Good sol t;rs complete th' 

solution to a problem in Ie s time than poor 'o lvers Good 01 ers rclati ely pend mol' time on 

translation than do poor solvers. Houston (1986:5) al '0 notes/r cords that good problcm solver. 

knc)\\ what to ask themselves, and what to do with answers th y receive a. the think through the 

prohlem. 
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The stud made by Ul11t1th (1989) cited in Gable and Bunce (1994:305) on 16 ycars old 

. tudents in German who had studies chemistry for two years. From analysis of an explanation 

test. achievement test and connectively test, he concluded that even though studcnts had 

reasonable ba ic knowledge of chemical terms. they were unable to establ ish correlation bet wcen 

them and appl their knowledge in problem solving. What this study implicitly revea ls is that 

having onl rea onable ba ic knowledge structure does not make one good problem solver. 

Cogniti e functions should al 0 operate well on cognitive knowledge structures and should also 

u 'e the knowledg structure flexibly to unfamiliar situations. 

2.8.2.2 Components of Cognitive I<'unctioning Open to assessment 

Of course, ther is not extensive research on the relative importance of the individual components 

of cognitive functioning that ha been suggested. There are cognitive componcnts of" problcm 

solving that have most often b en singled out [or assessment or training arc planning and 

monitoring (Sugrue. 1984: 11). These two components o[ cognitive functioning are included in 

the Sugru s model and ar can be targeted by assessment of problem solving. Planning in hi s 

mod I defined a thinking through what one will do before actually doing it. (Victor and 

Kcllough 1997: 170' and Sugrue, 1994: 1 J) . Monitoring is adapt ably defined in the assessment 

model as keeping track of a number of aspccts of one' performance including time. the effects or 

one's efforts in relation to the goal and constraints of the problem. and adapting one'. strategy i r 
necessary. 

Thc cognitive functioning is connecting that is linking incoming information to familiar 

information. or the creation of new links among the existing knowledge structure may h~ 

independent of the connectedness a sessment, (CoOl'no and Mandinach, 1983; Clark and Black in 

' press) in Sugrue. 1994: 11). 

2.8.2.3 Assessment of Cognitive Functioning 

Thcre arc a number of approaches to assessing cognitive functions as many of reo earchers In 

problem solving and cognitive. For instance elf a sessment que tionnairc. (I.immermand and 

Martinez-pons. 1986; O'Neil et al (1992), and Pintrich and DeGroot, (1990) cited in (Sugrue 

1994: 11) provides data on the extent to which students perceive themselves (0 be engaging in a 

number of distinct matacognitivc activities/ functions. Furthermore, the added that "Think aloud 
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protocol" and R tr p ctive inter 1 w using videotapes of performance arc used to stimulate 

recall to a 's 5S cognitive function. 

Different authors cited in ( ugrue 1994: 13).indicate that think aloud m thod uses to assess 

students domain p cifie planning kill such as asking tudents to demonstrate how the planncd 

to 01 e a particular probl ms, ju tify their plans, and recreate a plan based on a complctely 

exeeut'd solution .. The relative proportion of time devoted to planning c, ecution can also he 

used a. mea ur s of planning, hi et ai, (1993), ( ugrue 1994: 13). Monitoring can be as 'c5scd 

\ ia think aloud method. b ervation of tudents' performance is also important to identify: the 

extent to which students look back over clement of the material presented. or clements of thcir 

solution', eompari on of solution peed. under different conditions. noticing of inadequate 

instructions and time allocation during performance, the extent to which . tudents keep track of 

r ll1aining and adjust their plans and trategies accordingly,(many author's cited in Sugruc 

1994: 12). 

2.8.3 Beliefs about self and Task 

J)i ITerent researchers cited in Sugrue (1994: I 2) tcll us that. although most empirical studies of 

probl m sol ing have not measured affective variables, there is an increasing acknov, kdgcll1ent 

of the role of such variables in problem sol ing performance. Goldman (1986:80) aL 0 claims that 

\ .. hether a cognizer actively seeks an answer to a question depends on th rclati strength 01' 

his/or her desires and his/or her beliefs about the comparative ease or difficult 0(' hi /or her 

finding an 'wer. For instance, if he/she thinks that of the ta k would be hard to him/her. and if 

he/she has a better u e of his/her time and cognitive resource, he/ he might skip thc quest. 

Suppose, howe er, that he dcvotes at least some cognitive r .ources to the que tion : v, hat 

specific activities of operations, will be utilized? This raise the more general question: What arc 

the cogniti e components of problem solving activity? orne theorist combine motivational 

variables wi th mctaeongi ti variable in model. of self regulated learning or cogniti\c 

engagement reneeting a complex interaction among the ' ariabJcs. i:immerman. (1986): ('amo 

and Mandinach, (1983) in (Sugrue, 1994: 12). 
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2.8.3.1 Belief System of Successful Vs Un Successful Problem Solvers 

Bundura (1982) cit d in ugrue (1994:45), oodak, and Podell (1998:77) effort and persistence 

(i.e. stid ing to a task until it is completed), Victor and Kellough (1997:170) in the face of 

di ITicttlt are influenced by one' self-efficacy. Succe ful problem solvers should feel a scn 'e or 

c[Iicac a thinker, like a feeling of "1 can" and expres a feeling of "I enjoy" victor and Kellough 

(1997: 171). Beside this alomon and Leigh (1983) in Sugrue (1994: 12) proposes that mental 

effort (or "mindfulness") i also influenced by one's perception of the demands of the difficulty of 

the task. If one G I that the task is difficult and has self-efficacy, he will engage in the task 

mindfully. The variabl s perceived self-efficacy and perceived demands of the task seems to 

operate independently of the extent one's task relevant base. The higher one's perception or one's 

ability and the higher the perceived difficulty of the task (within reasonable rang of difficulty). 

the more mental efforts one is likely to invest in cognitive proce ing during the task, Salomon 

and Gilberson. cited in Sugrue, 1994: 12). On the other way round , when a problem olver 

perceived a task to be demanding relative to his/or her perceived self-efficacy, he/she might 

invest little su tained effort and consequently performs poorly. In a similar fashion Salomon and 

Leigh (1984: 120) elaims that the depth of processing, mindfulness. and the use of cognitive 

capacity. what they collectively call as the construct of amount of mental effort applied an, ta ·k. 

problem material depends on the perceived demands of the task relative to their perceived self 

efficacy in response to the task demand. They logically further argue that when the ahility 

(kno ledge structure and cognitive functioning) holds constant the amount of in estcd mental 

effort is a function of preconceptions of the r levant class of material. the task. and th ir , elf 

efficacy, and is a good predictor of performance that is based on effol1ful processing. 

According to isbert and Wilson, cited in Salomon and Leigh (1984: 120) student pcrceiv d 

demand of task and perceived self-efficacy can be infcrred from their self rcports that rellect their 

implicit thcories (explanations) concerning internal events, rather than the actual implementation 

of thc. c theorics and from their affective state whilc working. One's preconception: or the ta 'k 

can/or cannot pre cribe the mobilization of their stated abilities . That is intcn i e expcnditure or 

ef/()rt can he achieved intensive mobili/.ation of rclated abilities by a high cflicacy feeling. 

Bockaerts. (1987; 1981); Pintrich and DeGroot (1990), eitcd in Sugrue (1994:12) ha\'C pointed 

out that in addition to perceived self efficacy and perceived demands 0(' a task. elTort expenditure 
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i also influenced by the pereei ed attraction of thc task, that promotes the highcr cogniti ve 

engagement in thc ta k. 

!lou. fan (1986:5) strenRthens the idea hy saying that "a good pJ'Ohlem 
. olver has a desire to soll'e problems. Problems interest him/her when 
they (~!rer a challenge. The)' are not easily discouraged when incorrect, 
or a particular situation approach leads to a dead end. They go hack 
and try new approaches again and aRain!! They refuse to quit! 

Cohen (1991: 167; 2001 :128) add d that good problem solvers arc not afraid to gues .. They will 

mak an "educated gues " (i.e. a heuristic approaches) at so lution, and them attempt to verify 

these guesse . 

In um, in order to generate a comprehensive profile of student's ability and \i illingnes ' to ol ve 

problems in a particular domain, one might estimate the extent to which a . tudent is likely to 

in cst effort in the ta k that present the domain. To that end pereei cd self-efficac) (PSI-. ) 

perceived attracti ene of the task (PAT), perceived demands of the task aimed to be targeted in 

thi . stud . 

2.8.3.2 Assessment of Belief 

Bel i f about one's competence and about the demands or attracti venes. of a task arc u. uall) 

measured via questionnaire or interviews. umerous interviews schedul s and self-assessment 

questionnaire havc developed to tap perceptions/attitude /beliefs by different authors. (Sugrue. 

1994: 16). Sometimes student are with task scenarios and asked how they would respond in tho 'C 

situation mo t of the time. students are asked to rate how well a particular statement reflect their 

belief:". For cxample, Feather in ugrue (1994: 16) u ed the following item to measure student's 

bclief about mathematics ability. "In general, how do you rate our ability to do \'vell in 

mathematic ?" student had to indicate their rating a 7-point seale ranging li'om vel"} 10\\ on one 

end to ery high on the other end. One of the Feather' item to measure 'ubjective balance or 
mathematics wa " IIow inter sted arc you in mathematic ?" students responded on 7-point scale 

rangll1g from not interested at all to very intere ted. Backaerts (1987,1991) cited in ' ugrue 

(1994:) has developed instruments that a. ks tud nts on a ~ - point scale to item: ueh a. !II [(m 

mllch do you like these kinds task '?" to measure ariable such as task attraction. rercci\(~d 

difficulty, and perceived competence . 
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F W l11ethodologi for eliciting and scoring either open-ended response. to queslions about 

bclie!:s r behavioral indicators of beli fs have been developed ; Sugrue (1994: 17). Snow. 

(1989.1990) cited in Sugrue (1994: 17) describes an open - ended approach to eliciting beliefs that 

ma be more valid than fixed format inventories chi et al (1982) in Sugruc (1994: 17), al so used 

an open-ended techniqu in which they asked students to indicate the aspccts of thc task that 

made them judge it a difficult. 
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CHAPTER - TIIREE 

3. Research Design of the Study 

3.1 Theoretical framework of the Design 

{\ ' so far stated the major purpose of the tudy was to de cribc problem solving abilit of Dilla 

Co il ge, Departm nt of hemi try education C Ts. In order to search a solution to this research 

prohlem Iud mi cd approaches (mcthods), namely: quantitative and qualitative research 

(problems 01 ing) methods. 

Problcms r latcd to behavioral variable could better be de cribed through quantitive approach 

whil ,pI' bl m related to motivational, task, and environmental ariables could hetter hc 

described qualitatively through interview, di cus ion, and informal talks. Ames (1992 :268) notes 

that a qualitati e approach to a student motivation is concerned with how tudent think about 

thcm:el cs in relation to learning activities and to the proce s of learning it self. The belief 

s. ' tern therefore related to motivation such as pcrceived attractivencss and percei cd difficult) 

belief: of C T. can better b assessed through qualitative method. Blumenfeld (1992:279) also 

remark that, intensive interviews with student about what salient elem nt of the dimen ion 

identified would be extremely u eful to answ r orne of the que tion, about tasks. evaluation. 

authority rai ed above uch as: What i m aningful task? What is reasonable cffort'? In other 

word the why of behavior can better be a sessed through interview. discussion. and informal 

talks as contrasted with the 'how' and 'what' of behavior. It can be po ible to obser e what some 

bod is doing and how he/she is doing but it might mislead to determine h he / he is doino . 

.fones in McClelland (1985:16) explains that, when one makes inCi rences from obsening 

behavior about a person's intent he/she can arrive at a conciu ion the intent that differs from \\hat 

the person feels his/her intent was. 

The inferences one make about intere ' ts from obscr ing bcha ior can be rong: for example. hy 

looking a girl playing piano, he/ she can in~ I' the girl want. to play piano, whereas the same act: 

could be con istent with her feeling that sh i being compelled to practice. Therefore from this 

point of view to inten ively describe why a c rtain lc I of problem 01 ing beha\' ior obs 'ned on 

a task. qualitative ways of earching solution is prefcrr d,(Ibid). 
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\\;rformanc of ta ks, pr c dure , and rc ourccs used in performing tasks are obser ed and can 

quantitati el be mea ured. If- efiica y (perceived ability) beliefs are expected beha iors to bc 

oh:cr\'cd on ta, ks. hil performance is actual behavior observed on task . It is on thc basis or 

thi: idea that I 1I cd quantitati e approaches to an wer . elf-efficacy; knowledge structurc. and 

problem 01 ing beha ior (performance) related qu tions. 

3.2 Descriptions and Sampling of the Subjects 

rhe suhject of the stud were fourth and third year Ts of DilJa College of teacher education. 

rhc. ' were 122. s 2004/05 entry preparatory origin C Ts were new to the college and 

department th were suppo cd to be tensed, and feci instable and anxious. Therefore . . 0 a to 

reduce an int rference of extraneou variables and bias the were excluded from th tud . Third 

) car fre hman origin referred to student of old curriculum (2002/0 entry). They were 46. Third 

y ar preparatory origin referred to students of new curriculum who sta cd two years at 

preparator. chool and two years at Dilla College (2003/04 entry). They werc '"'4 . During their 

pre-coli ge education Preparatory origin students were upposed to learn introductor courscs 

which \ erc qui alent to fre hman cour es. ow, both third year preparatory origin and third 

year fre hman origin are on the arne year level and taking the ame courses. Fourth year CSTs 

were 42. Tn order to r duce the chance that all ubjects could be drawn from onc-, car 1 'vel or 

origin I categorized these students in to three groups (strata), namely: third year preparator 

origin ( 34). third year freshman origin ( 46). and fourth year (40) CT. 1 can a surc ou 

that students of each stratum were intere ted to be participant of the ,tud . hom these groups of 

students 32.5% ( = 39) w re tak n to participate in the tudy. The ubjccts wer randomly 

selected from each stratum. That is 32.9% ( 11) from third year preparatory origin. 30.4'"'% 

( 14) from third year freshman origin, and 35% J 4) from fourth), ar C Ts. rhe total 

number of female students in both year' level i .. third and fourth wa four. ""hich were t\\O 

from fOUl1h year and two from third year. But only three of them were participated in the study. 

For inter iew and di cussion I purpo 'cl selccted two student from each stratum. I'heir number 

\\US SIX, because the subjects' pcrspectivcs n th IS ues addressed became monotonous . 

Moreo\er. I also made informal obscrvations, and talks with chemistr in trlletors and di [rerent 

groups or third and fourth year Ts. 
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3.3 Descriptions of Instruments 

The purpo or this study wa to investigate Dilla College CSTs' problem solving ability. 

Resides. to see if there were differences on problem solving ability based on year level and 

students origin. Since, problem-solving b havior related to s 11'- efficacy beliefs, knowledge 

structures, perceived difficulty beliefs, and perceived attractiveness beliefs of chemistry. 

corresponding to each variable [our different instrumellts were designed. 

3.3.1 Self - Efficacy Items: As a Means to Study Perceived Ability 

n all - purpos measure of self- e[fieacy is too broad and is not a good method for determining 

self - cCfieacy in a discipline or a particular situation. 

Bandura (1997) in Diane (2003: 22) notes, that self- efficacy is domain specific so more accurate 

result. are obtained when an instrument specific to the discipline is administrated. elf-efficacy 

should not be too narrow or too broad, but specific to the subject. Taking these factors into 

account the instruments developed for this study was tailored to chemistry in order to be domain 

pecific. The five-point scale (5=strongly agree to I - strongly disagree) self -efficacy items Llsed 

[or this study. All were specific to chemistry (Appendix A). These items designed for chemistry 

parallel to Diane's self- efficacy items for anatomy and physiology by substituting thc word 

chemi, try to anatomy and physiology, and making small revision to the structure of thc original 

items. To increase reliability of this instrument four (4, 7, 9, 14) of the fift en items ere 

negati ely worded so that reliable information were tried to gather. 

3.3.2 Chemistry Tasks (Problems) 

Chemistry tasks are essential to infer problem solving ability. In connection to this Mayer in 

Fashay. (2003:4) remarks that problem solving is cognitive but is inG rred [Tom behavior. and its 

result in behavior that lead to solution. For instance, knowledge is torcd in mind in several 

forms: words and pictur s for - example. Further more, Leithwood et aI, (199" :374) also discuss 

that, knowledge goes considerably beyond purely cognitive contcnt implied by term . I"his 

implicitly tells us that knowledge structure and problem solving performance can be implied 

when the solver is working on tasks. In this study a as to mea ure accessible and problem 

specific knowledge structure and problem solving behavior, chemistry tasks \ ere de ·igned. 
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Cbcmi. tr ta k. includ d onc algorithmic and live conceptual problems (see Appcndix A). The 

problem. er constructed from some common and selected areas of chemistry. The area in 

which the ta. ks c tracted \ as suppo ed to be learning by both third and fourth year CSTs.The 

topics \ herc thc task de igncd were sampled on the basis of the following criteria: 

a) Th topic hould be covered by previous instructions. 

b) The topic should be common in the sense that need to be mastery objectives to be acquired by 

every tudcnt of the year level considered in the study and 

c) 1'h topic should be closely related to every-day life. 

The problems expected to be part of every day life. Ta ks were open- ended. Each of' the 

problem designed in such a way that not only to exhibit problem-solving behavior. but also to 

elicit propo itional and procedural knowledge requircd in solving the problems. 

Initiall . I designed eleven problems: four algorithmic and seven conccptual problem. T\ 0 

chemistry instructors and two-second year chemistry masters tudents then revi cd thesc 

problems. Two analytical and inorganic chemistry instructors of Dilla College onc from cacho and 

two-second year masters students, one from environmental chemistry and onc from analytical 

chemistry department of Addis Ababa University. 

Lastly these problems werc reduced in to six and administered Thc following criteria were met 

for chemistry problems should be: 

a) tated in clear and simple language 

b) Authentic and practically important and application problems 

c) Appcaling to all the three group of students 

d) Solvable using a variety of solution trategies; and 

c) Thc difficulty of the problems mea ured in terms of the number or principles required to 

solve. 

Chemistry tasks were integrated with in truetions that demand students to set goals before 

engaging in solution process, to write the conditions (givens), eon traint' in sol ing and then to 

write every tep that the solver used to solve eaeh problem. 
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Task Analysis 

Task anal ' is i one of the important steps of problem solving inv stigations. 

To this point Robert et. al 0982:237-8) note that most investigation of problem solving and 

rea.'oning begins with task analysis. Task analysis is not a formal and standard set of procedures: 

the t pc or analy ' is will vary depending on the theoretical framework of the researcher as well as 

the extent and sophistication of available research and theory. However. outcome of this analysis 

is explicit statement of all cognitive activity that occurs from initial presentation and final 

olution of a problem. 

Therefore, in view of this idea, In order to examme status of cognitive components of 

problem solving ability such a . problem solving behavior (Performance). and APSK of" 

chemistry student teachers on the tasks I developed scoring criteria (sec Appendix C) from 

the theoretical framework discussed in Chapter 2. 

Using scoring models, scoring of the results of the problems made. core of each problem could 

range from 0 to 4. Summing up the score of each problem made the total scores. Therefore. the 

total PBS, and APSK could range from 0 to 24. 

Based on coring model explanations used (see Appendix, C) the ranges of scores were classed in 

to three nominal scales. The nominal (categorical) scales for PBS were: Poor problem solvers 

(ranges of cores below or equal to 6), Moderate solvers (range of scores greater than 6.and less 

than or equal to 18), and Successful solvers (ranges of scores greater than 18). The nominal 

scales used for APSK level w re: No APSK or fragmented ASPK with specific mi conceptions 

(range of scores below or equal to 6), Pa11ial and fragmented APSK (ranges of score ' greater than 

6 or Ies than or equal to 18), And active and well-integrated APSK (range. of cores greater than 

) 8) . 

3.4 Procedure of Data Collection and Analysis 

The results derived from the analysis of quantitative and qualitative data. '1 he qualitative data 

collected through interview on an individual basis and discussion on a group basi. Moreo er. I 

also made informal talk with instructors and students, and informal ob ervations from 
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cxprcs ion written by student on walls of chemistry depaltment that r fleet their perceived 

b liefs to ard chemistry. 

The quantitative data collected through self- efficacy scale and chemistry tasks on an individual 

basis from each or 39 participants. Tn the fir t round, distributing el f- eflicacy scales and 

collected data about s If- fficacy belief: . On the second round, using the chemistry task data was 

collected about PK and PBS. In addition to the instructions provided in print form. verbal 

instructions w re given to as how to work on each problem). 

The data gathered from both self- efjjcacy scales and chemistry tasks were scored so as to make 

them con enient for statistical treatment. The tasks were subjected to task analysis. so that 

numerical data produced. For coring the data obtained from chemistry tasks about APSK and 

PB . scoring criteria developed from the literature was used (Robert,et.al) 982:238). Data 

obtained on the variables were summarized using descriptive statistics: mean, median. and 

standard de iations. Inferential statistic: two - sample independent t- test, one- way A OVA (F

te:t) \ ere made to see if there were a statistical significance difference observed among the ((Hlr 

groups of the subjects of the study on the variables Self- efficacy bel iefs. APSK, and PBS. 
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4. Data Presentation and Analysis 

"his chaptcr pre cnt the re ults of this study. hrst, it describes the samples' demographics and 

then it details the. ur tudy organizcd in two forms quantitativc 

and qualitati . The quantitative aspects of th data of this study uscd descripti e (such as mean. 

median. and standard deviation ), and inferential (such as two- sample indcpendent t-test. .] ukey 

t • t onc- wa V A) tati tieal analy is. 

4.1 Quantitative Components of the Study 

rhe quantitati a pect of problcm olving variables namely: Ie el of perceived sclf'- efficacy. 

'usil) accessible and problem peeific knowledge tructure ( P K), and performancc (prohlcm 

soh. ing behavior ob erved) on chemi try task were trcated u ing descriptivc and inferential 

stali tics. Th dc criptive part of the study summarizes the data observed on the variables by 

u ing III an, median and tandard deviations. The inferential part of statistical analysis was 

applied to ce whether or not significant tatistical difference were obscr ed in rdation to 

student's origin (freshman origin, preparatory origin), and the year level. The inferential 

statistical tools u ed for tbis purpose ere two-sample independent t-test. and anal) sis or 
\ariance. i.e. Tuke test and one- wa OVA 

4.1. ) Statistical Description and Analysis of Data 

Thirty-nine ch mistry student teachers (CSTs) , ere a ked to take part in the stud). II or thcm 

\\illingly participated in the stud. Out of' thc 39 ubjeets si students were participated in l!.fOUP 

discussion and interview. The subjects include 36 males and 3 females. 25 of the samples were 

third ycar (I I preparatory origin, 14 freshman origin), and the r st 14 were fourth year CIs. rhc 

demographic descriptions of the amples ar summarized in table belo . 
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Table 1. Description of thc . ample (N= 39) 

' am l Gender 

Year k\"c1 and origi n 

I asks are from 
chemistr topic we 

I hav > alread I learnt 

Ie charactcrHie 

a. Female -
b. Male 

a. Third year fl'e h man origin 

b. Third ar'preparatory o~igin 

c. Furth year 

a. Ye - --
0 

F."cqucncy (N) Percent (%) 

7.70% 

6 92.30% 

14 .90 

J 1 28.20 
14 35.90 

36 92 .30 

3 7.70 

s it can be seen from the table , 3 of the "9 students replied, as they did not learn the topics . I hIS 

implies that the kno ledge component of problem solving was suffered in some group or 

students. 

4.1. t.l Problem Solving 

Chcmi tI task ere designed from different area (contents) o[ general chemistry.(see Appendix 

). The task. were chemistry problems that could elicit problem-solving b havior or students 

within respecti e areas of chemistry. Each o[ the problem wa practical in the scnse that ()ne 

could experience in his/her daily life . Each o[ the problems was open- ended which could subject 

to content analysis to produce numerical data at the interval scale of measurement. Therefore. 

task analy i. wa. made on the. e task 

s it is di. ell s d in the methodology. eetion. scoring was made usin g scoring cri teri a dra\\11 

from literature. such as Sugrue. (1994): Robert et. al. (1982). Scores greater than three \"cre 

classified as sco re of successful solvers. Scores greater than one were classified as moderate 

sohers. and scores les than or equal to one were cia sified as core [or poor olvers. . Mcans 

and standard deviations of each item arc summarized in table below. 

Table 2 Means and tandard devotions of performance scores on each problem 

Item 
) 

2 
., 
. ) 

4 

5 
6 

Mean (x) 
0.82 
2.23 
1.97 
1.08 
2.77 
J. ... I 

sn (standard deviation) 
1.45 
1.54 
1.18 
1.64 
0.96 
1.17 
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it an be seen from the table, students performed (scored) to every of the items less than 

scores c pect d of sueces ful solv r 

1. What were the levels of problem solving ability of students in some selected ~tnd life 

related pt'oblems of chemistry? 

Using a scoring model (criteria) d rived [rom literatures; total , core to every student was 

calculated b summing score of each problem. Scores could range from ° to 24. Scores 

greater than 18 were classified to show performance of successful problem solvers. scores 

greater than ix were classified to indicate moderately successful problem solver and 

scores less than or equal to 6 were clas ified to show performance of poor solvers. 

The data that shows the level of CSTs' prohlem solving behavior is ummari/.ed in table 

belm 

Table 3. Group frequency distribution for fourth and third year CSTs scores on chemistry 

problems 

Scores f(N) 

- --
18-24 4 ----
12-17 10 -- ---
6-11 19 -- -
0-5 6 - ---

Total 39 

C! 5 

Percent 

10.26 

25.64 
-

48.72 

15.38 

100 

Mean Mode 

10.5 10 

Standard 
deviation 

4.92 

The table depicts that; the mean total, mode and standard deviation of CSTs' performance 

scores were 10.5, 10, and 4.92, respectively. This shows that, Dilla College CSTs' 

prohlem so lving hehavior was well below the expected level (18) of 'uccessful solvers' 

performance. I\. close look at on the 9ata gathered from CSTs about their problem solving 

behavior on the hasi of their level and origin. hawed some variations (differences). fn 

the forth-coming paragraphs these differences are presented in detail. 

Fourth year chemistry student teachers found moderately successful solvers. Their 

performance scores on some sample chemistry tasks are summarized in table below. 
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Table 4 Group frequency distributions of fourth year CSTs score on chemistry problems 
--

Scores f(N) 

18-24 3 

12- 17 2 -
6-11 9 --- -
0-5 

Total 14 

Cl 

- -
Pel"cent 

21.43 

14.29 

64.29 

100 -

Mean Standard 
deviation 

12. 07 4.05 

The table depicts that means and standard deviations of the performance scores or fourth 

ear ehemi try student teachers were 12.07, and 4.05 respectively . This indicates that they 

\ ere not succ ssful solvers . When the mean score obtained in table 4 compared with the 

total mean scores obtained in table3 , it se m that problem solving behavior of fourth year 

CSTs' were better than third year CSTs'. However, this information was not sclf

sufficient to judge that, problem solving behavior of fourth year CSTs was better than 

third year CSTs. '1 here fore, a further analysis was required on the basis of year level and 

OrIgin. 

The performance data obtained form third year CSTs showed, that they had fallen in the 

category of moderately successful solvers. The data is summarized in tablc below: 

Table 5 Group frequency distributions for third year CSTs score on chemistry problems 

Scores f(N) 

18-20 3 -
15-17 

12-14 5 
--'---

9-11 4 
- - - -

6-8 6 
3-5 4 - -- ----- -
0-2 2 - - -

Total 25 

('I 
.., 

Percent 

12 

4 

20 -
16 
24 
16 
- -
8 -

100 
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Mean Standal"d 
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Table - shm that mean total and standard deviation of third year CSTs' performance 

were 9. 2 and .25 r peetivcly . llowever, it shows that within the range of moderately 

uceessful sol er" third year ST performed below their fourth year counter parts. 

On the other hand a clo e look at on performance core data of third year students with 

respect to their origin ho\! ed a great difference. The data obtained from third _ car 

fre. h1l1an origin . howed that they were in the range of moderate successful solvers. The 

data i ummarized in table below. 

Table 6 Group frequency distribution for third year freshman origin CSTs, score 

distribution on chemi try problems. 

cores F (N) 

- -
\8-20 

., 

.) -- -
15-17 1 

12-14 5 

9-\1 3 
6-8 2 

Total 14 

C1 3 

Percent% 

21.43 

7.14 - -
35.71 - ---
21.43 
14.29 
100 

Mean 

12.78 

tandard 
deviation 

4.\9 

rhe table depicts that mean total core and standard deviation of third) car freshmen 

origin students' performance were 12.78 and 4.19, respecti cl ,which \ as in the range of 

moderately succes ful olvers. This reflecL that problem-sol ing beha ior or rreshman 

origin CST I was better than the total mean of third year CT. But it did not vi idly 

ho\\ the rea on that, mean performance difference ithin third car (preparator) ongll1 

and freshman origin) CT. 

Anothcr look at on the problem solving core obtained from both third y ar preparatory 

origin and third year freshman origin C Ts explicitly re ealed that, third year prcparator, 

origin CSTs Ie el of p rformance was low r than third year Irc h1l1cn origin. The data is 

sum1l1ari/ed in table below. 
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Table 7 Group frequency distributions for third year preparatory origin CSTs score on 

CI ==3 

As it 

chemistry problems. 
---

Scores f(N) Percent % Mean 

---
9- 11 9.10 - -- - - -
6-8 4 36.36 

3-5 4 36.36 5.36 

0-2 2 18.18 

Total 11 100 --------'--------'-------'---- - -

Standard 
deviation 

3.07 

presented in table 7, the mean total and tandard dcviation or third ycar 

preparatory origin CSTs' performance were 5.36, and 3.07, respectively. It mcans that 

third ycar preparatory origin CSTs preformed in the expected range (below or equal to 6) 

of poor problem solvers. Their performances mean was also well below fourth ycar and 

third car fre hman origin counter parts. 

Gcnerally it was found that CSTs were not successful problem solvers_ Specifically third 

year preparatory origin CSTs were found poor solvers, whereas third year freshman 

origin and fourth year CSTs were found moderately successful solvers. 

4.1.1.2 Self Efficacy 

Ser cy self-rating statements 1 to 15 were likert items reported on 5- pointed cale (J . trongly 

disagrec to 5 strongly Agree). These items measured self- efficacy levels o[ CSTs. and included 

statements such as. I am confident I can do well in chemistry, and I don't thi nk 1 wi II g t a good 

grade in chemistry. All statements were positively worded except [or it m 4,7,9. and 14, which 

were ncgatively worded to increase instrument reliability. Liker items produccd reliable data at 

the ordinal scale of measurement. As it had already di. cussed the re earch design section. each or 

the negatively worded items scoring were made by reversing the weights to b strongl agrce 1; 

to strongly disagrce=5.For instance a tudent strongly disagree with the ncgati eJ worded items 

score 5. and I for who strongly disagreed. 

The means and standard deviations for each items is summarized in table below . 
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Table 8 Means and Standard Deviations of CSTs rating for each self- efficacy items " 
, - - - _. 

Item number 

-- - -
I--

I -
2 

--
r- - -- -"' -' - -

4 
1- · ---

-- -
6 --
7 ---- -
8 --
9 

I- - -
10 
II --- .... -
12 
13 --14 
15 

-
Mean (x) 

4.23 
3.80 
4 .26 
4.5 1 
4."'3 
4.85 
3.66 
3.3 1 
"' .85 
3.97 
4 .03 
3.98 
4.23 
4 .38 
---I 

4.10 

-
Standard deviation 

(S!?) 
0.93 
0.9S 
0.7 1 
0.84 
0. 73 
0.36 
1.16 
0.76 
0.95 
0.80 
0.77 
1.0 I 
1.02 
0.92 
0 .67 

As it can be seen from the table, students agreed or strongly agreed most with positiv<.::J y. worded 

ilems; and strongly disagreed or disagreed with negatively worded items. 

2. What was the self-efficacy (perceived ability) level of CSTs m solving chemistry 

Problems? 

Aller reversing the numerical values lor negatively worded statement (4. 7. 9 and 14). 

total self- efficacy score were calculated by summing the scores for all likcrt items. 

Scores could range from 15 to 75. Scores greater than 60 were class if Led as high sclf

efficacy. scores greater than 30 were categorized as moderate self- efficacy. and scores 

less than or equal to 30 were classified under low- self - efficacy. The data about scI r
efficacy beliefs of CSTs is summarized in table below. 
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Table 9 G.'oupcd frequency distributions of both third and fourth year CSTs scores on sclf-

efficacy scale, 

Scores f(N) Percent Mean Media Standard 
deviation 

- - ------ - - --
70-74 4 10.26 -
65-69 11 28.21 --- - -
60-64 5 12.82 

-
5 -59 8 20.51 60.05 60 8.18 -- -
50- 4 8 20.51 

-
4 -49 2.56 -
40-44 2.56 

35-39 1 2.56 --- ---
Total 39 100 

CI 5 

As it can be een from table 9, the mean total and standard deviation of CSTs' scl f

efficac beli f were 60.05 Oust above the moderate self- efficacy level) and 8.18 

respectively. The median was 60. This shows that chemistry student teachers had high 

sci f-efficaey beliefs. Such a crude presentation of the self-efficacy belief data might 

provide deceiving information. Therefore. the data on self- efficacy beliefs was analyzed 

in detail on the basis of tudents' year level and origin. 

The self- report of fourth year CSTs about their self- efficacy belief showed that they 

were in the range of moderate self- efficacy level. The data about their sci r- efficacy 

belief' is summarized in table below: 

Table.1 0 Grouped frequency distribution of fourth year CSTs scores on self-efficacy 
- - --

Scores f(N) Percent Mean Median Standard 
deviation 

72-77 1 7.14 - - - -
66-71 4 28.97 
60-65 59.29 57.5 7.19 
- -

54-59 6 42.86 -
48-53 2 14.23 -
42-47 7.14 
Total 14 100 

Cf 5 
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Thc table depicts that the mean, median, and standard deviations were 59.29, 57.5, and 

7.19, rc pectiv ly. [t means that fourth year CS fs reported themselvc as they were in the 

range of moderate self- efficacy bclieE , just below high self-efficacy belief range. 

On the other hand, the self-report data obtained from third year CSTs revealed that. they 

wcre in the range of high self- efficacy belief's, just above the boundary of moderate selJ:' 

effieae belief range. Thi ' data is summarized in table below. 

Table 11 Grouped frequency distribution of third year CSTs scores on self-efficacy scale 
--

Scores f(N) 

--- -
70-74 3 

-~ 

65-69 7 
- - - - -

60-64 5 --- - -
55-59 3 --
50-54 5 

45-49 -- ~--

40-44 1 
35-39 1 -
Total 25 

C) 5 

-
Pe rcent 

-
--12 

28 

20 

12 
20 

-
.. 

-
-

~-

-

1 

4 

4 

00 

Mean Median Standard 
deviation 

60.4 62 8.66 

Table 11 depicts that mean, median, and standard deviation of third year CSTs' sel r:. 

cflicacy belief scores were, 60.48, 62, and 8.66, respectively. It mcans that third year 

CSTs had high-perceived ability beliefs and their self-efficacy belief was higher than their 

fourth year counter parts. However, this did not provide a clear picture whether or not 

there would be a significant self-efficacy belief difference with reference to student ·" 

ong1l1. 

Third year freshman origin chemistry student teachers self- report data on sell:' efficacy 

beliefs is summarized in table below. 
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Table 12 Grouped frequency distributions of third year freshman origin CSTs scores on 

self-efficacy scale 

Scores f(N) Percent Mean Median Standard 
deviation -- -

70-74 2 14.29 --- -
65-69 4 28.97 -- -~ 

60-64 4 28.97 

55-59 2 14.29 63.36 65 6.82 
-

50~54 1 7.14 - -
45-49 1 7.14 - ---- - - -- -

Total 14 100 - ---
C1 -

As it can be rcad from the table mean median and standard deviation of third ear 

freshman origin C Is found 63.36, 65, and 6.82 , respectively. It means that third year 

freshman origin CSIs had high and better self- efficacy belief than fourth and third year 

preparatory origin CSIs. 

The self- report data of third year preparatory origin chemistry student teachers about 

their self- efficacy belief is summarized in table below. 

Table 13 Grouped frequency distributions of third year preparatory origjn CSTs scores on 

self-efficacy scale 

Scores f(N) Percent Mean Median Standard 
deviation --- -

66-71 2 18.19 
- - .- -_.- - -- - --

60-65 3 21.43 
- -

54-59 1 9.10 - - - - --
48-53 3 21.43 56.18 58 9.16 

-
42-47 9.10 -
36-41 I 9.10 --- -
Total 11 100 

-

CI 5 

Table 13 depicts that mean, median, and standard deviation were. 6.18. 58, and 9.16. 

respectively. This means that third year preparatory origin CSTs reported themselves as 

they were in the range of moderate self-efficacy belief. When a comparison was made 
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between the mean and m dian of third year freshman origin, third year preparatory origin 

and fourth ear CSTs, third year preparatory origin sci f- efficacy beliefs was round at the 

bottom. 

Generall , it was found that (perceived ability) self- efficacy beliefs h Id beSTs wcre 

found around the boundary of moderate and high self- efficacy belief ranges. Specifically 

third ear freshman origin CST reported themselves as they were in the high sel f

clTieac range, whereas fourth year and third year preparatory origin CSTs reported 

thcmsel e a they had self- efficacy belief slightly lower than high self - efficacy belief. 

4.1.1.3. Problem Specific and Easily Accessible form of Knowledge Structure (PSK) for 

Solving Chemistry Problems 

eees ible and relevant knowledge of STs to solve each of chemistry tasks (problcms).(sce 

appendix ) was scored by using scoring criteria (grid),(see appendix ) on a 4- point scale 

from no acce sible knowledge structure, or knowledge with pecific misconception O. to well 

integrated accessible knowledge structure-= 5. The Tasks such as: you are living in rural area 

where there is no electricity and refrigerator, but you want to supply a coca-cola below the 

surrounding temperature .. How can you cool this soft drink? Suggest method and e plain every 

of your step(s) were chemistry problems designed with accompanied instructions in such a way 

that can licit accessible and relevant knowledge structures of CSTs to solve each of the 

problems. coring of APSK produced a numerical data on an i.nterval scale. The data i: 

summarized in table below. 

Table 14. Means and standard deviations of CSTs scores on each problem. 

Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

X 
2.15 
2.74 
2.64 
-
1.74 
3.31 
2.63 

SD 
1.25 -
0.98 
1.27 
1.39 
0.82 
1.29 

As it can be seen from th9 table C Ts had partial accessible and problem. pccitic kno\\ Icdge 

structure but with specific mi conceptions for problem 4(. (X= l.74. SD 1.39). The: also had 

partial knowledge structure specific to the problems '-(X 2.15 SD- 1.25), 2 (X 2.74. SD 
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0.98). 3 ( 2.64. 0 1.27). (X 3. I, SO 0.82). and 6 (X 2. 6, D J .29). Mon.:ovcr, 

slud nts had r lati ely well - tructured and accessible knowledge structure to olve problem 5. 

3. What WCI'C the Level of Ea ily Accessible and Problem 'pccitic form of Knm.\"lcdgc 

Stmcture of C Ts? 

s it i di cu sed in the methodolog ction, after marking to each of the problems, the 

total mean core of Ts cal ulat d by summing core of each problem. The tota l sum 

or score hould range rrom 0 to 24. cores greater than J 8 were class ified as \ ell 

int grated and acce ible knowledge structure, score. greater than 6 were classified as 

partial and integrated knowledg structure, and score les. than or equal to 6 were 

categorized as knowledge with misconceptions and fragmented component, or with no 

acce sibl and relevant knowledge structure to olve the problems. 

The APSK of the would-be chemistry teachers score ranged from 6 to 23. The APSK 

data ga thered from chemistry student teachers of (both fourth and third) i. ummarized in 

tablc below. 

Table 15. Grouped frequency distribution (fourth and third years) core of CSTs on 

AP K. 

Cl 3 

Scores 

21-23 

18-20 

\ 5-17 

12-14 

9- 11 

6-8 

Total 

feN) 

4 

6 

7 

12 

9 

39 

Percent 

10.26 

15 .3 8 

17.95 

30.77 

23.08 

2.25 

100 

Mean 

14.4 

Standard 
deviation 

3.99 

As table 15 depicts mean, and standard de iation were, 14.14. and 3.99, resp ctiH:ly. [t 

means that chemistr student teaches did not posse 's adequate APSK that helps them to 

succcssru lly solve the problems. 110\ ever, data collected about knO\\ ledge . tructurc or 
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the three groups (fourth car. third year freshman ongm. and third car preparator) 

origin) ST r n ct d di [[erence in their Ie cl of APSK pos ession. 

To begin with, th data collected from fourth year chemistry student teacher IS 

summarized in tabl below. 

Table. 16 Grouped frequency distribution of fourth year CST scores on accessible and 
problem pccific knowled~e structure 

cores F (N) Percent Mean Standard 
deviation 

21 -2 3 21.43 

18-20 2 14.29 - -- -
15-17 2 14.29 15.19 4.19 

12- 14 6 42.86 

9- 11 7.14 

Total 14 100 ---
CI 3 

As it can be seen from the table the total mean score and standard deviation of fourth year 

chemistr stud nt teachers J\PSK were found 15.19 and 4.19 respectively. When it is 

considered with reference to the expected level of APSK demanded to olve. the\ 

pos essed knowledge. which would not enable them to successfull... sol c chemical 

problem. 

Similarly from an APSK data gathered of third year chemistry student teachers. it \\'a ' 

found that their knowledge structure was fallen in the range of moderate /\PSK level. The 

/\J>SK data i summarized in table below. 

Tables. 17 Grouped frequency distributions of third year CSTs scores on APSK 

CJ 3 

-
Scores 

21-23 
18-20 
15-17 
12-14 
9-11 
6-8 

Total 

f(N) 

4 

5 
6 
8 
1 

25 

7 

Percent 

4 
16 
20 
24 
"2 
4 

100 

Mean 

13.68 

tandard 
deviation 

3.66 



Tahle 17, depicts that mean, and standard deviation of third year CSTs' J\PSK were 

13 .68, and 3.66, respectively. It means that their !\PSK level was not adequate to enable 

them to successfully sol e chemistry problems. Although fourth and third year chemistry 

student teachers' APSK level were fallen in one (moderate APSK) range, table 16 and 17. 

revcaled that ~ urth year tudents possessed the required knowledge better than their 

third ear counter parts. 

On the other hand the data from third year freshman origin chemistry student teachers 

ho\ ed that the APSK of third year freshman origin chemistry student teachers were 

better than third year preparatory origin and fourth year counter parts. 

The data collected from third year freshman origin chemistry student teachers IS 

summarized in table below. 

Table 18. Grouped frequency distributions of third year fresh man origin CSTs scores on 

AJ>SK 
-- ---

Scores feN) 

21-23 ---
18-20 4 

] 5-17 5 ----
12-14 4 

Total 14 -.-~ 

CJ==3 

Percent 

~--

7.14 

28.57 

35.71 

28 

100 

Mean 

16.12 

Standard 
deviation 

2.49 

As it can be seen from table 18, mean and standard deviation of third year fre hman 

origin chemistry tudent teachers were 16.12, and 2.49, respectively. 

The means presented in tables 18, and 16 reveal that third year freshman origin chemistry 

student teachers' had better APSK than their fourth year counter parts. In the same fashion 

freshman origin J\PSK was better than preparatory origin chemistry student teachers. 

The !\PSK data obtained from third year preparatory origin CSTs is summarized in tahle 

below . 
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Table 19. Grouped frequency distribution of third year preparatory origin CSTs scores on 

APSK 

Scores f(N) 

12- 14 2 
9- [ 1 8 

6-8 

Total II 

CI=3 

Percent 

18.18 

72 .73 -
9.10 

100 

Mean Standard 
deviation 

10.36 2.25 

The table depicts that means and standard deviations of the data were 10.36, and 2.25, 

respective! . It means that preparatory origin chemistry tudent teachers were in the range 

of moderate APSK level. When this is considered with reference to other groups (third 

year freshman origin and fourth year), third year preparatory origin CSTs took the least 

position. 

Generally it was found that the APSK possessed by chemistry student teachcrs could not 

be adequat to uccessfully solve chemistry problems. Specifically with reference to year 

Icvcl and origin, it was found that third year freshman origin ehemistr student teacher 

had better APSK level over third year preparatory origin, and fourth year CSTs. v hercas 

third year preparatory origin CSTs were least in the groups. 

4.1.2 Statistical Comparisons of Data on the Basis of Year level and Origin 

4. Was there a difference in solving chemical problem on the basis of student teachers 

origin and year level? 

A onc- way ANOYA variance analysis wa used to examine if there were a ignifieant difference 

between the means of fourth year third year freshman origin and third ar preparatory origin 

chemistry student teachers (CSTs) at o. 0.05 level. The mean pl'Oblel11 solving score was I ::U)7 

for fourth year, 12.79 for third year freshman origin, and 5.36 for third 'car preparatory origin 

CSTs. Their standard deviation ' were 4.05 , 4.19, and 3.07 respectiv Iy. At ex 0.0 I cl onc

way variance analysis revealed that the population means were significantly di((crcnt than the test 

diflercnce (0), (F 13.36 P - 4.57). To determine where the pot (s) of the population means 
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difference la s a Tukey test was used. Table 20 summarized the Tukey test means comparison of 

CSTs core in ' olving chemical problems. 

Table 20 Results of means comparison using Tukey test «(1 = 0.05 level) for CSTs in 

chemistry problem solving 
- - -- --r - - -

Students odgin Mean Difference Simultaneous Confidence Significant at 
and year level Between Means Intervals 0.05 level - -- - - - - - - r -

Lower level Upper level 

4 1h ear 12.07 
- - - -- - - - - - -

y" year preparatory 5.36 6.71 2.91 10. 51 Yes 
ongll1 - -- -- - --- - - ---
3 rd year freshman 12.79 0.714 4.28 2.85 0 

ongll1 

.., rel year preparatory 5.36 
ori gin 

- .. 

3rtl year freshman 12.79 -7.42 11.22 -3.62 Yes 
or~glJ1 

-'- - -- --- -
A, it can be seen in table 20 the means comparison using Tukey test at a 0.05 level sho\ved 

that there wa a significant differenc between the means of third year preparatory origin and 

third year freshman origin and the means of third year preparatory origin and fourth year CSTs. 

Although the sample means of third year freshman origin CSTs was slightly higher tban the 

sample mean of third year CSTs at a 0.05 level Tukey test showed that there wa not a 

significant difference between the population means of the two groups. 

An independent two sample t-test at cx, - 0.05 level was used to determine if there would he any 

signifi cant difference between problem solving means of third and fourth CSTs. The mean 

problem solving score was J 2.07 for fourth and 9.52 for third year CSTs. Their standard 

deviations were 4.05 and 5.25 respectively. The results oft- Ie tare summari/.cd in table below. 

Table 21. Two sam ple independent t- test results on problem solving means of third and 
fourth year CSTs (a = 0.05 level). 

I
--

Year level 
Fourth year 
Third ycar 

~~.~;n ~.O~D-
j ~ . 52 5.25 1 

-SE 
108 
1.05 I 

P- value 

0.12 

Mcan difference 2.55 
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s it can bc seen in table 2, even though sample means of fourth year CSTs was hi gber than the 

111 'an of third year T their population mean were not signi ficantly di fTerent than the test 

dilTerence (0). (t J. 7. P- 0.125). 

5. Was there a Difference in Problem Specific and Easily Accessible form of knowledge 

Structure based on Students Origin and Year Level? 

one- wa OV A used to compare the population means of accessible and problem speci fie 

knov ledge structure (APSK) of fourth year, third year freshman origin, and third year 

preparatory origin CSTs. The m an was 15 .79 for fourth year, 10.45 for third year preparatory 

ori gi n. and 16.1 2 for third year freshman origin. Their standard deviations were 4.35, 2.25, and 

2.49. respectively. At a. = 0.05 level, a one- way ANOVA showed that the population are 

significantly different than the test difference (0), (F 1 J .64, p= 1.26). 

Tukey-test was used determined to the point where means of population parameters sign ificantly 

dilTcrent (a. 0.05). The means compari on using a Tukey test can be found in table 22, (Cf.. 

0.05). 

Table 22. Third year preparatory origin, third year freshman origin and fourth year CST 

usable and problem specific knowledge means comparison, «I = n.OS) 
-

Years and Origins Mean Difference Simultaneous Confidence Significant at 
ofCSTs Between Means Intervals 0.05 _.- - - -- - - - -- - , -

Lower limit Upper limit 

4th year 15 .79 --- - -- -
.., rd year preparatory 10.45 5.33 2.14 8.52 Yes 
onglll - - - , - -
3rd year freshman 16.2 1 -0.429 -3 .42 2.56 0 

ongll1 

3rd year preparatory 10.45 - - - -
ongll1 --
3 rd year freshman 16.21 -5.76 -8.95 -2. 7 Ye: 
ongln - -

From the table. means comparison-usi ng Tukey test indicated that a signi ficant d i lTerence 

observed hetween the population means of fourth year and third ear preparatory origin. and 

population means of third year preparatory origin and third year freshman on gill C Ts. 
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~\ 'erthcJ ,ther wa not a ignilicant diffcrence betwecn thc mcan. of' fourth year and third 

year fre hman origin 1 irr p cti e f the differ nees between their ample mans. 

n independcnt tv o-samplc te t u d to compare the population means of AJ> ' K of third and 

fourth year ' T . Th ir ample mean and tandard deviation were 13.68.3.74: and 15.79.4.35. 

rcspecti eJ . The re ult of t - te t i pr nted in table below. 

Tablc 23. Two ample independent t-test and summary statistics for fourth and third year 

CST on AP K. 

CST year level N Mean SD SE t P 

Third y ar 25 1".68 3.74 0.75 
- 1.59 0.1 20 

l~ ourth ear 14 15.79 4.35 1.16 

Di rterenee 0 f mean : - 2.11 

t a 0.05 Ie el, third and fourth year ST was not signilieantly different from the test 

difTerence (0). (t - 1.59. P 0.120). It means that tudent' PSK required to 01 e the prohlems. 

,vas not ignifieantly affected by year level 

6. Was there a Significant Difference in CSTs Perceived Self-Efficacy based on Year Level 

and Origin? 

In a similar fashion to what has been done [or problem solving scores and APSK, a one \ ay 

OV A wa used to examine if there would be a significant difference among the population 

means of third year preparatory origin, third year freshman origin. and fourth year CS rs: 

P rceived sel[- efficacy. The sample means and tandard deviation of third year pr parator), 

ori gin. third ycar freshman origin. and fourth year STs were 56.) 8, 9.) 6: 63.36. 6.82: and 9 . . 

7.70. A onc - ay AN VA analysi of variance re ealed that ther wa not a :ignificant 

di fTerenee among the population means than the test differenee (0), (F 2.61. P 0.087 ' . (i 

0.( 5). 

means comparison was made at a 0.05 to [urth r check thi r. ult. Tuk)' tc ,t :ho\\cd that 

there was not any significant di rrerence between any of the popUlation means than the test 

difTerenee. 
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Table. 24 Third year preparatory origin, third year freshman origin and fourth year CSTs' 

means of self-efficacy belief result of Tukey test at (l = 0.05 level. 

- - -- - - - --
CSTs Years level Mean Difference Simultaneous Confidence Significant 

and Origin Between Means Intervals at 0.05 
- - ----- -- --

Lower level Upper level 

4th year 59.5 -- ----- - - - -- - -
... rd y ar preparatory 56.18 3.32 -4.41 11.0 0 

on gill 
'-- -- -~- ---- .- -

ru year freshman 63.36 -3.86 -11.1 3.39 0 

origin 

3r
t! year preparatory 56.18 - - - -

onglO - --
... rd ear freshman 63.36 -7.18 -14.9 0.552 0 -' 
on gm 

._'-- -- - - ---

Furthermore two Sample independent t- test was made at a 0.05 level to compare the 

population means of perceived sclf- efficacy scores only on the basis of year level. The sample 

mean wa 60.2 for third year and 59.2 for fourth year CSTs. Their standard deviation were 8.57. 

and 7. 70, respectively. The t- test result on the means of perceived self- efficacy of third year and 

1'ourth year tudents summarized in Table below. 

Table 25. Two sample independent t- test results on third and fourth year CSTs' perceived 

self- efficacy. 
-

N Mean SD SE t p- value 

CSTs Year level 
-

Third year 25 60.2 8.57 1.71 
- ----- - - - 0.253 0.801 

Fourth year 14 59.5 7.70 2.06 
---

Di fference of means: 0.7 

As it can be read from table 25,although the mean of tbird ycar CSTs eem ' higher than mean of' 

fourth year CSTs, t- Test con firms that, the difference was not reach at signi ficant Ie el at CL 

0.05 leveL (t 0.253 , P ::0 0.801). Tbis means that there wa, not a significant difference in th'ir 

perceived se lf-efficacy belief. 
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4.2 Qualitative Components of the Study 

Chemistry is a pra tical science that all we experience in our evcry day activities. It i a verSIon 

of' the real (physical) world. Just like other sciences chemistry can be explained at molar and 

molecular I el. Molecular asp cts of cbemistry are the description of the molar behavior of 

matter. In a imilar fashion a molar level phenomena of behavior (i.e. problem solving behavior) 

can aL 0 be explained at molecular I vel (i . . internal derives forccs. motives, beliefs description 

of lhe sol er), (Feldman, 1966:76). Thi. section is the report on how these internal derive 

(heliefs) such as perceived attractiveness, (values), difficulty of chemistry, and the implications I 

drcv from it. In the first week of March 2004, I purposely se.lceted six key informants from 

fourth year, third year preparatory origin, and third year freshman origin chemistry student 

teach rs, two from each. I decided not to take extra to the e subjects, because I found redundanc 

of words of selected subjects to explain their belief towards chemistry. During that time, I had 

begun to inter iew and made discussion on student s beliefs and personal views about the 

attracti eness and difficulty of chemistry. I hoped to use those belief: and views whil anal y:t.ing 

the interview and discussion protocol. On the first Monday of March, I hold an appointment to 

decide a convenient date of interview and group discussion. 1 hey were required to stay 

minutes to 1 hour with me at student lounge. The discussion was on perceiv d attractiveness and 

perceived difficulty of chemistry. The discussion was open-ended. In the first discussion round. 1 

briefed them about the goal of the discu sion and to keep me informed about their belief: and 

views on chemistry. I asked them to write notes if there would be a different perspectives and 

beliefs than their per onal views so that it could substantiate the data. 

4.2.1 Analyzing the Data: Emerging themes 

During each interview and discussion se sion I took notes on chemistry student teacher 

reDeetions and beliefs about chemistry. My and students' notes helped me to analyze the data in 

two stages. J n the first stage, I read the protocols to see whether any common themes ere 

emerging in the entries. After reading the text (protocol) carefully, I was able to glean a number 

of themes of interest to my study, which can be plac in two categoric: the first category related 

to perceived attractiveness of chemi. try, and the second related to pereei cd di rfi 'ulty of" 

chemistry 
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.t.2.1.1 Perceived Attractivenc. s of hem istry 

I:rom the themes in the first category, I di covcred that tudents' did not have a positi c attitude 

to chcmi. tr . I would like to discus the mo t fr quently mentioned themes, presented in table 26. 

Table 26 Themes related to perceived attractiveness of chemistry by CSTs 

Theme 

Chemi tr has not practical value 

' hcmi tr educati n ha not motivating component 

Jrading sy tem in chemistry department i di eOUl"aging. 

an) chcmistr tudent teacher in thi group showed their dislike to chemistry tasks and 

chcmi try in general. They s emed to join the department not by their ill. In everal entrie 

mention d that chemistry d e not ha can intrin ic value to learn. 

Here is an entry reflected by Mengesha (these name are pseudonyms). who was fourth year 

CST. I lis dc p concern for hi attitude and interest to learn chemistry to stay up-to-date arc 

e pccially note orthy' 

J do nOI like chemistry malerials, problem. I do not lrant to stud), 
chemislry. The university enforced me 10 join chemistry deparlment. Once 
/joined the deparlmenl, / hal e some immediate reasons to plirslie. First / 
want 10 graduale and then look/or olher alternatives; J do not wanl lojilil 
in exams ,' J want to gain good grades. I was nol interested 10 join this 
department, because] beliel ed thaI there would be no chance other (han 
teaching chemi 'Iry. rf it is for Ihe sake of leaching, why / sufTer for jour 
years? II is because any hody can leach chemistry by reading lexthook. 
You know that, in our schools there is nOI lahoralory facilily. You cannol 
do anYlhing more Ihan lalking like whal hislorians do. If Ihat is so whal 
makes chemistry interesting and d{fferenl ji'om olher social sciences. 
March. J 0, 200-1105. 

One chcmistry student teacher who is Gebre beliefs that there e ' i ts a departure between the 

chemistry what he ha learnt in elass and he is experiencing outside school. Ile :urprised on the 

express ion that chemistry is a practical science. He also comments on this c.' prc :ion and oth'rs 

hi s view and beliefs on chemistry: 
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· . 
Chemislly has not a sign(/lcant practicul value to my I(le and to our 
sociery as well, except making chemistry students hu.\y. It might he 
pracr ical s 'ience to those (~f' de' eloped nat ions like Europe and Americas. 
Because they have every .facility to mod(lY. control and use chemical 
reactions and chemical ·uhstances. Bur in case of developing nations like 
Ethiopia. and particularly to my every day life chemistry has not any 
ben ~/;t to obrain we are learning chemiculfacts, histories. and theories 
which have nor any relation to our daily I(fe, bur which hal e direct impact 
to the daily l[(e qj'Europeans and rhe Americans. March J 2, 200.f.I05. 

Gebre. had not believed that, he could benefit from learning chemistry. lIe highly devalued 

practical importance and contribution of chemistry to every day life. He also reached In naive 

gen 'ralization that chemi try is to uropeans and Americans. not to Ethiopians. 

Within th context of chemi try, department students obtain d their satisfaction from acquiring 

grades. The e promoted primarily, a ens of adequacy, achievement and motivation to mindfully 

·tud) ehemi try and work on chemical problems. The main source of satisfaction to students V\as 

the grades rewarded for their effort. Two extracts below illustrates ho students gain satisl'action 

from acquiring good grades: 

... You know that 'uccess is important /01' motivation .As you become more 
su ces~ful, studying will become more pleasurable and sali.~·(ying .. . J velY 
dislike chemistry department. Working on chemistry a 'signmenls and 
chemisfly problems would be interesting [( if were graded, just like other 
departments. J am working day- and -night with chemistry. hut J (~fien get 
grades less Ihan my effort and performance. I usually felt anger in my 
chemistry grades 1 do not know the reason. Hiwot, Marchl.f.. 200.f.I05. 

When one turns to dissatisfaction some quite striking differences found between student · and 

chemi tr teachers. CSTs, once again were concerned about examinations. and grades. Thc) were 

more inclined to ex pre s a sen c of inju tice to when low grade ' wer awarded. Interestingly 

therc was a third year preparatory origin 

grading systems in chemistry department: 

T ' who was Girum bitterl . rcOccts hi' vicV\s on 

A 1011' grades almost in all chemistry cour ·es. and 1 know ·tudent · ol other 
department, almost who did nOI work, and yet gained distinctions. I cannor believe 
Ihat Ihe system is fair. 1 think the examiners think that, / 'will mark the .firsl one 
tough, so they will really work on the next. AJier all 'what is new fo the department 
o( chemistry? othing! As to me, there is nOlhing motivates you 10 )I 'ork hard in 
this department. Rather there are teachers who make you disinterested il1 Ihe 
department. March J 9, 200.f.I05. 

In sum. from C Ts' views J learned that chemistry was not appealing to them. ('SIs V\ere !lot 

interested to teach chemistr in their future career. 
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-'-2.1.2 Perceived Difficulty of Chemistry 

In this tane, J found that all student were trying to respond to my comments, and 'Writing 

suh:tantial entri s. 11 the si were r flecti c and deep concerned participants regarding to their 

hdieL' about diflieult f ehemi try. The most eomm n frequently cmerging themes related to 

C T. ' per eived difficult f chemi try are 'ummarized in table belo . 

Table 27. Themes on difficulty of chemistry as perceived by chemistry student teachers 

Theme 

Chemistry i hard not imp ssible 

Chemi try is one of th mo t challenging 

ubjeet 

Mo t of eh mistry tudent teachers believed that chemistry is difficult suhject matter. They 

. eemed to explained it difficulty by comparing it with other ubject. students dropout and 

a oidanee tendene to join chemi try department. In several entries they mentioned that. 

chemi tr i a challenging . ubjeel. 

Her is an entry a percei ed by Maaza. 

Chemistry is one of the most challenging · u~jects. Many first year 
chemistry tudent teacher want to leave the department and join another 
department. Failure in chemistry has little to do with how bright students 
are. It has to do with the fact that chemistry i. hard It takes time 10 

understand chemistry, and students who hm e not right chemistlY 
background can get in trouble. Many ·tudents want to 'withdraw and lem'C! 
the department. The situation is highforfemale students. For instance. last 
year there were about fifteen female ·rudents. but only three 0/ them 
promoted to third year. Some of the rest students readmilled and some 
dismissedfor good. March 7, 200-1105. 

'n addition, other student believed that. student from fre hman origin and :tudents from 

preparatory origin had different chemi try background knov I dge. " hey renected the impact of 

student's origin to exist in the departm nl. Girum underlined the fact that freshman origin had 

hetter chemical background knowlcdg than preparatory origin C Ts. 
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Ilis critic of the merging f preparator and fre hman origin student er: 

Freshman origin 'Iudents arrive in the campus early than preparatory origin 
students. Therefore, they had heifer opportunily IV adapI the lInil 'ersil) 
atmo. phere. The can learn heller hy Llni) ersily inslruClors than latecomer's 
sludenl, (preparatOfy origins). Freshman origin sludenls had heifer chemistry 
hackground knowledge /01' ubsequenl learning than preparatOty origin sludents. 
Allhough lI'e had learnl general chemislty and introduclory courses of other 
suhiecI, in schools. Ihe situation was very d{f(erenl and cannot equated /0 

inlroc/ucIOf), cow' 'e . offered by univer 'ily inslruclors. The pace (~l inslructors is 
(oSI and sludents pom preparatory origin ofien fail hehind Ihe classroom 
sitltalion. I'i'e hman courses q!fered in unil'ersilies can fIll those gaps and hrings 
studenls lip to Ihe expected level o/lheir departmenl courses. March 20,200-/105. 

come to understand that it i important to have not only good instruction and curriculum 

organi/ation, but also a good supp rt structure for the transition as students navigate changes in 

their ehooling. It i also impOltant for tudent to come to learn general chemistry cour es in 

univer itie. than in school. In relation to this idea Maaza responded that: 

One of my greale '1 challenges has been adjusting with fell' female Slue/enlS 
and male chemisll'Y sludenls. /1 was somelimes isolaling in facI gradllally, I 
feel, and il made me '{ronger 10 see Ihat J could make il. J del eloped more 
confidence in my abilities over the courses of my education, since I joined 
Ihi. · departmenl. March 10,200-1105. 

To sum up, con idering the th mes that em rged in thi tudy, I saw that stud nls teachers 

de ired to tudy and work on chemistry problems were closely related to practical valuc, and 

grading s)' t ms of the department. and fates of tbe [utur car er of the graduates of chemistr) 

department. Seeing that the e arc es ential made me aware of a particular mis -ing component 

from our chemical education sy tern. I learned from this tudy that undergraduate chemistI') 

student teachers lack appropriate motivation, reward to their work, and sen itization to the value 

and practical importance of chemi try. They also believed that, it is difficult to succes -lull) 

understand and solve chemical problem within the available time limit and eonte t ofFthiopia"s 

chemical education system. 
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CHAPTER - FIVE 

5. Discussions 

This hapt r pre ent th di cu sion of the result of the study. The discus. ion of the tudy 

organi/ed into thr e ections to mak li~ a y for both the writer and readers. The first part of 

thi: . ecti n di cu . e on T perceived attractiveness and difficulty beliefs of chemistry task. 

I'h second and third part of this section focu on p rceived . elf- ef(ieacy beliefs and as 

acces ible and pr blem p eific knowledge tructure and problems solving behavior of Csol s. 

5.1. Perceived Attractiveness and Difficulty of Chemistry Tasks 

There are 'ol11e negati e aspect of thi finding. tudents were able to state specific aspects or 

their perception on the u efulness (attracti eness) and difficult Ic el of chemistry. rhe) 

attributed the ource of their perception to th grading systems practical values of chemistry to 

their e er da life, enforcement to join tbe departm nt, and difficulty of chcmi tr compared to 

other subjects, which demands extra time and effort with no pecial benefit. This set or beliefs 

about chemi tr task appeared to negatively influence CSTs in their o""n problem. solving 

ability and chemi try learning. 

B) viewing that chemistry i a difficult subject, and has not practical importance. it limited not 

only their problem solving ability, but al 0 their creativity and engagement in olving chemical 

problems. If C Ts internalized that chemistry could be solved how long it take. and belief" that 

solving problems had practical value to life. It would say that th initial introduction to problem 

:oh'ing was through their po itive beliefs of chemistry tasks. and then it \yould make sense 10 

students persistently engage in problem solving process. 

Students should be encouraged to explore some problem a e tended projects that ean be 

\vorked on for hours, days or longer. (Iliggins, 1993: 11). However. chcmi try student t 'achers 

under investigation lack quality of persistent engagement .. and heard hen the were eomplainin o 

'v\orking with chemistry take. time. 

\uthors such as. Salomon and Leigh In ugrue (1994: 12); Do Ie (198'. 198 -) in mes 

(1992:273). and IIiggin (1993:12) remark that one's perception ol'the dirlicult) of las\.... th' 

usefulness or relevance of task are . ome essential aspects of problem sol ing. Solomon and 
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Leigh in ugru, (1994: J 2) note that, the depth of processing. mindfulnes . and the usc of 

cognitivc capaeit .. collectively called as the amount of invested mental effort to any task. or 

problem. or material depend on the perceived demands of task relative to their perceived ability 

in rc:ponsc to til task demand (difficulty Ie cl). For instance. if a solver pcrceived that thc task is 

too ea y. or to diflicult to work, he/she will not engaged in problem solving process. When one 

considers the lask is too easy every body can perform it. It so has not special motivating rcward 

to continuc to til ne t. Wh n the olver a too difficult perceiv s the task then every body could 

failed to perform and h nee discourage to continue. Therefore, both successful and unsuccessful 

problem solvers might skip the task when they perceived, it is too difficult or easy. 

Different researchers consider tbi set of belief systems as a fureulul11 to problem solving. The 

enduring belief (values) about desirability of some actions are standard for guiding onc's actions 

and thoughts. for influencing the actions and thoughts of other , and for morally judging one self 

and others. (Li thwood et. al 1993:372). When conceptualized in this wa these belief systcms 

(value) have a pervasive role in problem solving. Values shape one's view of the current and 

desired goal stale and figure centrally in the choice of actions to reduce the perceived gap. The 

values (belief ystems) situated in both working and long-term memory. IIambrie and 8randon in 

(Lcithwood et aI, 1993: 373-374). Values situated in working memory acts as pcrceptual 

screening. When speaking of perceptual screening it means that decision about percci ed 

dif[iculty and attractiveness of chemistry made by values situated in the working memor). 

lIambric and Brandon further elaborate that values in the working memory allows the solver to 

"sec what he wants to see "and" hear what he wants to hear" ,Po 374. In general, thc degree to 

which solvers actively sense, and seek an wer to a given question depend on th' relative 

strength of the d sire for an answer as compared to other competing desire .. Otherwise. having a 

problem will not necessarily motivatc to try to find solutions. IIence, the desire or olving 

problem highly rests on solvers belief about the value and dif(icult of the task. The present stud) 

re\cals that belief component of problem solving is real! suffered from Dilla College CSTs. 

Values ituated in long-term memory have a direct effect on the solver. thoughts about hat 

actions to take a behavior channeling. Morcover as NCTM docum nted in IIiggin. (1993: I I) 

perseverance in solving is important as tud nts need to realize that orne problems just tak Lime 

Lo solve. and will better prepare them to sol c prohl illS they are Iik 'Iy to encounter in their dail) 
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life. Therefor. belief toward .01 ing chemical problems requires ubstantial in cstment of time 

n cd to be holding b olver. 

('ask difficult bcli f: of ucce ful prob lem solvers arc different from these two extremes. 

Suece sful pr bl m 01 ers perecived tasks a challenging that requires r asonable effort within 

the perceived abilit of olver. This belief can moti ate students to accomplish thc task . 

Generally. p reepti n of tao k difficult I cI that poorly match d to students pcrcei cd abilities 

and ' kill Ie Is affect. appropriately tasks and u tained tudent moti ation to engage in 

cognitiv Iyeomple ta k to over time (Ames, 1992:273). IIowever. the qualitative parts of thi s 

stud) r ealed that thi wa one of the mi sing components in Dilla ollege chemistry education 

student. 

Further more, in connection to thi rc earch r found out that suecc sand fai I LIre in achicH:mcnt 

has a ignificant role on stud nt's motivation to engage in solving problems. For instance. 

Pintrich (200" :672); mes (1992:264) note that content material and tasks, activities meaningful 

and intere ting, relevant and u eful to students, task rewards and evaluations structure that 

promote ma tel' of learning, understanding course and les on content, effort. progress. and sci f 

improvement standard and less reliance on ocial compari on or norm referene d standards. 

They further argu that rna tery goal increase the amount of time children spend on learninu 

tao ks and their pcrsi tenee in the face of difficulty but the quality of th ir engagement in learning. 

On the contrary, th pre ent tudy pointed out that CSTs believe that chemistr is a challenging 

subject and does not have a practical value to their Ii e. Active engagement is charaeteri/cd h . 

the application of effective learning and problem solving trategie · .. tudents' u e of these 

strategies in turn depend on a belief that leads to success and failure can be rem 'died b) a change 

in strategy. (Ames. 1992:264). When it iewed ba ed on th abo e arguments. e aluatiol1 .) stem 

or Dilla College of eh mi try education was not serving as extrinsic ineenti e to 'tudenL. It 

degraded student's motivation to invest their mental effort to work hard in chemi try. Chemistry 

student teachers believe that, to whatever degree they worked hard, there was not fair grading 

system. Til is unfair grad ing system made chem istry teachers to graduate with 10\" cllmulati \ e 

grade point average (COP A) compared to other department. 
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5.2 l~asily Accessible and Problem Specific Knowledge Structure (APSK) 
Versus Problem Solving Performance on Chemistry tasks (PBS) 

The re ults of the variables AP K and problem solving performance CPB ) inventory indicated 

that there were statistically signi (I cant diiference between fourth year and third year preparatory 

ongll1 Ts, and third year fre hman origin and third year preparatory origin CSTs on both of the 

variable. Th ir F-values and P-values were: F= 11.64 P= 1.26· and f 13.32, P 4.57, 

respectively. I\lthough a significant difference was observed among these three groups of CSTs. 

this difference was not observed between fourth year and third year, third year freshman ori gin 

and fourth year C Ts on these variabl s (i.e. PBS and PSK). The calculated t- and p- values in 

the course of comparison between third and fourth year CS'[ s on the variable PBS were 1.57 and 

0.124. respecti ely where as their t- and p- value on a variable APSK in the same order were -

5.99 and 4.18. 

Tbe results of the inventory indicated that CSTs' APSK used in solving chemical tasks was not 

active and well integrated. The APSK inventory gave them a place to be in a moderate level of 

knowledge structure to be successful in chemical problem solving processe . It also indicated that 

CSTs were not successful in solving chemistry tasks. Hence such a problem solving bcha ior 

might observed on chemistry tasks because of the fact that they had no active and well-integrated 

knowledge structure. On top of this their belief systems on chemistry and chemi try tasks. as it 

has already discussed well in the previous sections might influence their problem solving 

behavior on the tasks. When students posses moderate APSK level, lacks appropriate belief on 

task difriculty, and value or attractiveness of chemistry, problem solving process can be 

hampered. In other words, lack of active- and well-integrated knowledge structure. and 

appropriate belief systems implies some cognitive components of problem solving uf~ red a lot. 

When speaking of knowledg structure, it is to say about procedural and propositional knowl dgc 

of chemistry, (HoLlston, 1986:5). As many literatures document successful problem solvers need 

to possess tbose critical cognitive components of problem solving nam ly; Knowl dge . tructurc. 

and belief systems (perceived self-efficacy level perceived difficulty of ta k and percei cd aluc 

or attractiveness of chemistry) about self and chemistry. For instance, it i improbable to sol c 

problems with out the posse sion of active and relevant knowledge structure. Authors . ueh 

as.Taconis, Fcrguson-Hes ler and Brockkamp (2000:445-447) note knowledge as the ha:ic and 

unsubstituablc components of problem olving. now in ugrue ( 1994:8) strcngthen thi: idea hy 
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stating that n tonI lack of kno ledge, but al 0 when a per on': prcviously stored cogniti\c 

component. and kno dge ba ear inadequat and poorl appli 'd. impro isional assembly and 

at:tion control d vices are eak because they are no geared to sp cific task at hand and 

achicVl!mcnt motivation pr maturel \cads to error occurrence in performance. 

It i known that ev r b d ha a bulk of information that be/sh ha acquired ince from birth . 

Ilo\\cver. thi ' infinite t of information may not help us to olve chemical problems. unless it is 

\\cll hunk d and reI ant to the ta k. Jood problem solvers u e organized information rathcr 

than is lated fact. ( ugrue 1994:4). ifferent authors in Gabel and Bunec (1994:30 ) document 

that. succe . full olve problems. information' should be structured in terms of concepts. 

principles, rul s. c nditi n and procedures. 

rhi . stud howed that chemistry tudent teachers ( ST) of Dilla Collegc of Lducation lack 

aece ible problem p cific chemi tr knowledge structure. Thi condition e en gets worse whcn 

one con ider the ca e of third year preparatory origin STs. It might be due to this reason that 

this group of studcnts found poor problem olver. Gorodetsk and 1101'. (1987) cited in Gabel and 

Bunce (1994 :305) note that both sueee sful and unsucce sful problem sol ers used concepts 

Ii ted in their profiles analysi . However, succes ful problem solvers made morc conn ction for 

the two group measured at high level of the concept profile. Why we ay that information needs 

to be structured and accessible? It is becau e large knowledge structures, and links between 

concept can mak them ea ily aeee sible wh re and when they demanded. 1 Towevcr. this tudy 

revealed that. chemi try student teachers' I\P K was not aeti e. misconception hee well 

chunked. effectively and efficiently utilize in solving chemical problems. 

I,earning in olve. acquiring knowledge. C'hemi try teacher education a ' 'umed to teach CSTs. so 

that they can acquire knowl dge. Thi knowledg i e peeted to empo'v\er CSTs in soh ing 

chcmical problems. However. Dilla College of eh mistr education con idcred it mi: ' ion of 

empowering seems failed. 

This might be due to various reason. 1'01' instance, a the study indicated, CSTs had not posses 

appreciable level of AP K to proceed to the ne t in th course sequenc ' of th d partm nl. This 

might also made them lack prior knowledge for every of the topic forth eomtng. s already 

pointed in the previous section, the other reason for Is did not posses PSK and successful 

PBS might be lack of appropriate motivation, perceived di Cfieulty beliefs, and pcrcci"c I \alu 'S 
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(altractiven ) of ch mi tf . In relation to thi ,author such as. Houston (1986:350); Phye and 

ndre (1986:175); G ldman (1986:l'''I5), oh n (1991:166) note that problem solving involves 

thinking comp nent , emotional or motivational component, a feeling of confidence in on "s 

abilit to 01 the probl m. It i al 0 true that on ' view of tbe chemical world is determinants 

or an individual' problem olving behavior about elf, the chemical en ironment, and about the 

chemical topic, (Mc ormiek and Pre sl y 1997: 373). 

rhe knowledge tructure of poor problem sol ers is deemed to bc fragmcnted, and unconnected. 

Glasser (1984, 1990. 1992); and Mar. hal (1980:1993) in ugrue (1994:8). In thi . study a part 

from thc rc t group f T, third year preparatory origin C Ts were poor problem olvers and 

their P K level wa stati ticall ignificantly below fourth year and third year fr shman origin 

C, Ts. A it ba been discus ed in theoretical ection, this might b also due to the fact that other 

problem olving cognitive components of third year preparatory origin student were below the 

ituation demand. Another rea on might be that this group of students also not properl applied 

their AP K to the problem situation. 

5.3 Perceived Ability (Self-efficacy) 

Thcre were some po itive aspects of this finding with regarding to self-ef'ficac . The students 

were able to exhibit high self-efficacy (perceived abilit ) b licfs on chemi try self-efficacy 

:cales. Tbe de eriptive part of this study presents that total mean self-efficacy was 60. O. ju t 

above the moderate elf-ef(ieacy belief category. Third car freshman origin C Ts' the mean 

self-efficacy belief score (X= 63.36) was the higbe t of third year preparatory origin ( 56.18). 

and fourth year elf-efficacy belief (X 59.29), where a third year preparatory origin CS rs . 'I {: .. 

efficacy belief wa the lea 1. However, this. difference was not reach to tatistically signilicant. 

Although the difference did not research to stati ticaU ignificant di ffer nee. these :light 

variation. about the boundary of moderate and high- elf-efficacy categoric ' might be due to some 

various reasons. For instance from informal talks with teachers and Ts' problem soh ing 

performance on chemistry tasks third year freshman origin T ere relati ely successful over 

third year preparatory origin counter part. Thi could lead them to de clop confidence to work 

on chemi try tasks. uch confidence of CST to olve chemistI' problems has a positi\'C 

contribution to problem solving behavior (ability). Once m r from informal talk, J had v\'ith 

instructors. I understood that third year freshman origin can perform w'lI and acquir hetter 

grades over third year preparatory origin CSTs. 'I his success of performance on exams and 
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assignmcnts could give bas s for this group of CSTs to de elop elf-confidence. As a result they 

might develop a b Ii fthat the are int lIigent student over third year preparator origin CSTs. 

rhe oth r I' ason a prescnted in the perceived attractivene s section of analysis, subjccting 

student. ith t a difli r nt backgrounds: fre. hman origin and third year preparator origin CSTs 

to thc same e aluation, year Ie I and cla room nvironmcnt could have its on impact on self 

dlicac differences between them. tudents of freshman origin have got better chance to learn 

introductor cour s by w II-qualified instructor, and ex peri need with the e aluatioo systems. 

tea hino-and learning environments of the university level than preparatory origins. Therefore 

thi could al 0 lead freshman origin students develop a better self-efficacy belief. The above 

argument might ork for self-efficacy belief di fference observed between fourth year and third 

year preparatory origin Ts, too. 

IIolding strong perceived ability b lief not only influence cognitive proee sing met cognitivc 

strategic , but motivation. and amount of persistent effort investment. Thc present study give 

evidence that chemi try students teacher have ju t above moderate sclf-efficac belief to ",ork 

\ ith ehemi try ta k . It has also a significant implication that chemistry student teachers xpected 

to be ucc ssfuJ problem solve. 

, orne author address the paramount importance of perceived elf-efficacy beliefs in the proce:s 

of problem solving. Others also point how elf-efficacy beliefs can be . trengthened. For instancc. 

Bandura (1997) in APA (200 1: 55) de eribes the role of self-efficacy in eogniti e processing. as 

"the beljef in one' capabilities to organiz:e and execute cours s of action required producing 

gi en attainment". Bandura explain that elf-efficacy belief influence the particular cour 'e: of 

action a person choo e to pursue, the amount of effort that will be cxtend. the perscverance in the 

face of challenges and failure, resilience, and th ability to cope ith the demand as 'ociated 

with the chosen course of action. 

With the light of this view, the researcher of this study wa expecting that. CSTs would better 

perform persistently in solving chemical problem and other academic en ironmcnt. I !oVvC\cr. 

this cxpectation failed to be true. As studies cited in AP (200 I: ), on mathematic prohlem 

sol ing. children with high self-efficacy belief found to per ist longer (Bouffard. Bouchard. 

parent. and Larivee, 1991) and to usc more effici nt problem sol ing strategies (Collings. 1982) 

than 10'" self-efficacy learners. Thi . implicitl tells us that p sitive elf-el"ficac) bel icC' to\\ards 

chemistry tasks determine the level of engagement in sol ing chemical problems. 
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uthors in mes, (1992: 262) note that, active engagement is characterized by the application of 

elTcclive learning and problem-solving trat gies, and students' us of these strategies is 

dependent on a belief that ffort I ads to succe s and that failure can be remedied by a change in 

strat g . 

ceording to Bandura (1986) in Soodak and Podell (1998: 89), efficacy beliefs influence the 

choices p ople made and th effort they expend in realizing their goals. Self-efficacy beliefs have 

the mediating effects of cognitive and effective processes and it related to students' confidence in 

mastering academic ubjects which can in turn predicted grades in schooling. 

s different authors in (APA, 2001 :55) put forth the idea that students high in academic self

efficacy belief mal e great use of effective cognitive strategies in learning, managing their time. 

and learning environment more effectively, integrating, revise, interpreting, and implement a 

large diverse information's are better monitoring and regulating their effott. Goal setting is one of 

the first steps to be done in the process of problem solving that comes with formation of problem 

pace. Goal setting provides basis for self-regulation by providing standard for adequate 

effectiveness of goal relevant effort and strategy to solve problems 

Bandura (1993) in Soodak and Podell (1998: 78) argues that goal influences cognitive proces e 

and individual's self-appraisal of his/her ability achieves goals, and his/her selection of goals. To 

this point some authors remark that students' ability to use self regulatory strategies and knowing 

\i hen and how to apply them (McCombs 1984; Pintrich and DeGroot, 1990); low-achieving 

children may lack knowledge to make of these strategies to the degree that they arc unwilling to 

make commitment to effort utilization (Covington, 1989, 1985). As Bandura (1997) in P J\ 

(2001: 56) point's self-efficacy also has its most powerful motivational effects through the 

process of cognized goals. In connection to this idea Bandura theorizes that: 

An individual's behavior is the product, not purely of immediate outcomes 
(i.e. reinforcemenls) , but of aggregate consequence, the expectation that 
particular circumstances are necessary/or certain outcome to he reached 
mediates the power of the rein/orce. 

Therefore oodak and Podell (1998: 77) marked s If-efficacy beliefs influence three important 

outcomes. uch as: the tendency to initiate behavior; the degree of effort that will be exerted in 

executing ' behavior; and the extent to which the behavior will be sustained hen obstacles 

encountered. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

6. Summary, Conclusion, and, Implications of the Study 

6.1 Summary 

rhe pu rpo. 0 r th tud 

abilil) nam I: P K, PB 

wa to disclose th I vel of ' Ts components of problem solving 

P E, PDT and to see any obs rved diffcrence in these variables with 

r fcr'nce to stud nt ' origin and year Ie el. In order to mect the purposc of the study, thc research 

problem d tailed in to ba ic que tion that could be addressed through moderately defined 

procedures/method of attack. The basic question of the study were: 

l. What were the levels of problem solving ability of students in some selected and life 

related problem of chemistry? 

2. What wa the self-efficacy (perccived ability) level of chemistry student teachers' In 

solving chemistry Problem ? 

3. What werc the Levels of Easily Accessible and Problem Specific form of Knowlcdgc 

Structure of chemistry student teacher? 

4. What was chemistry student teachers' perceived attractiveness bclief towards chemistry? 

5. What wa chemistry student teacher' perceived difficulty belief towards chemistry? 

6. Was therc a difference in solving chcmical problcm on the basis of student teachcrs 

origin and year level? 

7. Was there a Difference in Problem Specific and Easily Accessible form of knowledge 

Structure on the basis of Students Origin and Year Level? 

8. Was there a Difference in chemistry student teachers' Perceived Sclf-Efficacy on the 

Basis of Year Level and Origin? 
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In ordcr to address each of these questions, J used to group these basie qu.estions in to two on the 

basis of their nature to de ice appropriate methods of attack. Variables (questions) related to 

behavior (performance), namely: problems solving performance, knowledge structurc. and sel f:" 

crIicac perceived ability) beliefs attacked using quantitative researching methods. Problcms 

r lated to intent. motive, and beliefs, namely: perecived attractiveness and perceived difficulty 

beliefs toward chemi try inve tigated through qualitativc means of attacking problems. 

I' he quantitative aspects of data gath red using chemistry tasks, and sclf-cfficacy calcs. These 

quantitative data subjected to descriptive and inferential statistical treatmcnts. Descriptivc 

statio tical instruments such as mean, median and standard deviation were used to describe and 

then to point out typical behavior of the subjccts on these variables. Furthermore, it subjected to 

inti rential tatistical treatment. So as to check whether there was a significant difference 

obser ed or not among the parameters APSK problem solving performancc, and sclf-efficacy 

beliefs with reference to year level and origin, a t-test and one-way A OV /\ was applied . 

The descriptive part of this study revealed that all CSTs ranged in moderate level for the variable 

PSK. The problem solving behavior (performance) of third year freshman origin and fourth 

year CSTs on the tasks were at a ,moderate level whereas third year preparatory origin pcrformed 

poorly. For elf-efficacy belief except third year freshman origin (reported high self-efficacy 

belief), third year preparatory origin and fourth year students reported them e1vcs in moderate 

Ie\' I of self-efficacy belief ranges. 

hom the results of inferential statistical analysis at a. 0.05 significant differencc was observcd 

between third ycar preparatory origin and third year freshman origin and third year preparatory 

origin and fourth year CSTs (F= 11.6,P -1.26;F= 13.36,P=4.57) respectively for the variables 

/\PSK and PBS' respectively. However, there was not a significant difference betwcen the means 

of these groups on self- cfficacy belief scales (F 2.61, P=O.0873). 

Qualitative aspects of data collected through interview, discussion, informal talks and 

observations. The data chunked to reduce in to few them s that could ref1ect CSTs bcli fs about 

perceived attractiveness and difficulty of chemistry. From these qualitativc data. I understand that 

CS'I s helie ed that chemistry is a difficult subject with little or no practical value to C\'CJ') da ' 

life 
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6.2 Conclu ions 

Bascd on the finding f the study the foil ing conclusion' ha e drawn : 

I . Th [oeu of Ethi plan education in particular TE program wa producing successful 

solvcr ' , (TE 003 :38). hemi try education i one of these programs loaded with this 

111l.'Slon. 

In connection to thi, eral literatures characteril'.e the features of succe. sful problem solvers. 

That i po e ion of an integrated, ea ily acces ible, and problem specific knowledgc tructurc 

( chcmata) i one of the characterizing features. uccessful so lver can reduce the percci ved gap 

e ' i:t het\! ecn the initial and g al tatc by applying this cognitive component of prohlem so lving. 

) hc) can creati ely de clop a n w principle from existing knowlcdge structurcs and usc 

dketivcly and efficiently to olve thc problem facing them. They can usc various appropriate 

attacking method to r solve the probl m. 

ucces ful solvers from a corr ct mental model (problem space) and look at the difference 

helv.e n th xisting and desired states. and the barrier (con traints) not to achicve the desircd 

:tatc of problem ituation. 

I [o\Vcver.as it is already prescnted in table 3 and 15 the finding of this tud I showcd that CS'I s 

lack active and well-integrated AP K. and succe sful problem olving bchavior v.as not 

obscrved. It se med that the mis ion of the institution in producing successful C T 01 er failed 

10 achicve. For in tance. a showed in table20 that, third year preparator origin C Ts. who wcnt 

through the new program were poor problem solvers, while C T or the old curriculum 

(freshman origin) found modcrately succes ful problem sol ers. 

2, Another e sential characterizing feature of succe ful 01 er was self-efficacy (percein:d 

abilil;) belief held by C Ts. 

Selrcrficacy belief of olver has a great influence on his/her plan, sel etiol1 of operators. and 

exccutions of' the selected operators. When hel, he belief that could be su 'ce sful (perroI'm \\ ill) 

on chemistry task. hel he would p rsistently cngaged in the task to achieve his/her k"cl or 
intended success, otherwi e the convel"C might he happcncd. Sclf-cflicac mainl. dcpcnds on 
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,tudents' success of achievement (mastery goals) on exams he/she has experienced on his subject 

area of int rest. 

From the finding such as in table 24, it can be concluded that third year preparatory origin and 

fourth ear C T elf-efficacy b lief is just below the level of high self-efficacy beliefs. 

lthough, third y ar fr slm1an origin C Ts showed relatively high self-efficacy belief, it was not 

statistically ignificant. The rea on that third year freshman origin ' Ts have high elf-efficacy 

belief might b the fact that they were successful in chemistry exams, and grades over 

preparatory origin student teachers. Th re was also a discrepancy between CSTs' actual problem 

sol ing behavior and their perceived ability. This discrepancy was high particularly lor third year 

preparator origin Ts. 

3. A diffcrent authors point out that, there exists a problem only if the solvers beliefs that. the 

problcm has reasonable difficulty and motivating factor to work on it. A problem should 

motivat and invit the solver persistently engage in the solving proces . It should be attracti c. 

rei ant, rewarding and reasonable difficulty, so that solvers could be exploited. On this turn, the 

olver should value and perceive that, the task is reasonably difficult within a range of his/hcr 

perceived ability. 

J Iowever, the study revealed that CSTs hold a belief that chemistry is a di fficult subject that 

demands extra time and effort to understand. In other words, it is difficult to conccptuali/c 

chcmi try in the normal time setting. Similarly, they belief that chemistry what the learnt in 

school is not related to their life. They did not see any relation between thc classroom chcmi try 

and thc chemical environment outside class. 

6.3 Implications of the Study 

This study could imply the following point 

The chemical education system guided by the new education and training policy. and TESO or 
Ethiopia, in particular Dilla College of' chemistry education was failed to produce successful CST 

chemical problem solvers. 
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E pceially the condition ob rved in the case of preparatory origin C'STs indicatl:s that there 

should be m mi ing element in the curriculum sy tern. the classroom environment. 

in. truct r's prof s ional quality, or the I arning environment- that impedes not achieving the 

mission set by mini try of education. 

rhi. might pro idc clue to re earch rs to (ncu that wh chemical education s stems in highcr 

institutions arc seem questioned . 

Inadequate capacit of chemistr teacher graduate of these in titution might impede to achieve 

the mission load d to schools. 1 his might also affect the quality of chemistry in general and 

ehemi tr education in particular. Therefore, in the effort of improving the outcome of the 

institution. the re archer called for the faculty. chemistry education department and other 

concerned bodie to cooperatively work on the proces of training quality chemistry teachers. 
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APPENDIX-A 

FORM, SUB SCALES AND TASKS TO BE COMPLETED BY 

PARTICIPANTS (DILLA COLLEGE CHEMISTRY STUDENT) 

I. General Instructions 

Introduction to rc'pondcnts 

J am inter ted in your honest reactions to a eries of questions about related to chemistry. There 

is a different question on each page. Please read the instruction at the top of the page carefully 

and answer all items. As you complete a page simply go on to the next page. Do not go back and 

change our responses you have finished. All your response will not be considered in your 

grades. but it will be highly valuable to the study. Thank you for your participation in this tudy. 

Personal Profile 

1. Age _________ _ 

2. Sex --------------------
3. Year level in University _____________ __ 

4. Year entered in Dilla College ---------
5. Please attempt all the problems set forth. When you are solving the problems, 

please write all related to the solution that comes to your mind on the paper 

provided . 
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. . 11. CHEMISTRY PERCEIVED SELF-EFFICACY B}:LJEF TEST 

Instruction: Your an weI' will remain strictly conditional and WILL OT affect your grade. For 

each of the following items below, CIRCLE the one number that best describes your felling. 

I. Strongl di agr e ( D) 

2. Disagr e(O) 

eutral ) 

4. Agree (A) 

5. trongly agree ( A) 

SI~ Iteuns SJ) J) N A SA 
NO 

I am confident I have the ability to learn the materia l taught in chemistry _ _ --0..._ 

2 I thinl-. I will do a well or better than other student in chemistry 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 

3 
,I 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

II 
12 

13 -
14 

15 

I do not think I will be succe sful in chemistry 
- - --

I am confident th'!.t~.:an understand tl~~opics taught in chemi try 
~~elie e that if I exert enough effort I will be successful in c!lemis!.'"y __ 
J feel like I do no~now a lot about chemistry comp~ed to other tude~ 

Compared with other students in my class I think 1 have a good chemistry 
~tudy~~i_"_. ______________________________________________ + 

Compared with other tudents in chemistry, I do not fell like I am a good 
student 
I am confident [ can do well on the lecture 
I am confident I can do well on laboratory practical in chemistry - - - -
I am confident I can do well in the laboratory work for chemistry 

--- - - -------------- -
I think I 'II g ~ a good~ade in chemistry 
I do not th~t1k I ~ get a god grade in chemi try ________ _ 

J am confident that I could explain something learned in chemistry 
class to another pe!:.son 

- ----------- --------- -

-
I 2 3 4 5 

1 

2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 

-
2 3 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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3 -
3 
3 
3 
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4 

4 

4 
-
4 
4 

4 

4 
4 

4 
4 
4 

4 

4 
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5 
5 
5 
5 

5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Ill. TASK FROM SOME SELCTED CONTENT AREAS OF CHEMISTRY 

Instruction:- There are six chemistry problems designed for you. Please attempt each of the 

problems. The problems (s) might come across you in your every day liil when you are olving 

each of the problems, please do not use separate paper provided for every of your \' orks with 

respects to every problems. Before you are going to engage in sol ing the problems please re'tatc 

each as what it asks in your on words. Your answers will remains strictly confidential and WILL 

OT affect your grade. 
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1. If a r 'action that i e thermic can be controll d catalytically, then by regulating the 

amount of catal t available perhaps th rate f rc\ea e of heat from he reaction can bc 

r gulatcd. I I w? Justify your answer. 

You are Ii ing in rural area where there is no electricity and refrigerator, but you want to 

supply a oeal- ola b low the surrounding temperature. 1 low can you cool thi s soft 

drink? ugg t method and explain every of your step(s). 

ra111 at r in or ay and Germany of Western nation ta te sour. What do you think 

th reason? What po sible olution that docs not harm their economy would you ·uggest 

to reduce thi problem. 

4. The alinit of a solution i defined as the grams of total salts per kilogram of. olution. 

n agricultural ehemist usc a olution whose salinity is 36.0g/kg to test the irrigating 

farmland ith high salinity river water. The two solutes arc a CI and Mg 04, and th re 

are t ice a many moles of a 1 a Mg 04. What mas es of a CI and MgS04 arc 

contained in 1.00 kg of the solution? 

5. uppose you are in need Ag I, but only are crystals of Ag 03 and aCI, arc a ailable in 

your chemical store. How would you obtain AgCI? Propo c your ways/means with detail 

explanation . 

6. uppo, while you are cooking food with high nutritive value which can only boil at high 

temperature, water would bubbled and finished up before that food is well cooked. What 

could be the possible reason? Propose your po sible ways/ procedures to cook it 

sufficiently? 
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APPENDIX B 

Interview and Discussion Guides 

The questions used to guide interview and discussion made about beliefs 

r lated to chemi try. 

I. Questions to warm up interview and discussion 

) . Wh n did you join to chemi try departmcnt? 

1. hat is our ear I vel? 

3. re you fre hman origin or preparatory origin? 

4. Please de eribe how do you find chemi try department once you joined it? 

II Questions to guide interview regarding to perceive difficulty beliefs of Chemistry 

What change of iews have occurred in the following when you joined chemi try 

department? 

A. Kind and difficulty of chemistry topics, and chemi try as a course 

B. Kinds and difficulty of chemistry problems 

6. Do you believe that you will fail chemistry no matter how hard you try? Explain your 

answer. 

7. Do ou [ear that you will not have time to learn all the required information in your 

chemistry course? . xplain your answer. 

8. Do you believe that you have to be extraordinary smart to 1 arn chemi . try? E plain your ans\\~r 

9. Do you believe that chemist think different from other human beings? Explain your an wer 

10. Do you believe that students' origin has an impact on the teaching-learning proccs ' of 

chemistry? Justify your answ r. 

11. Is your introductory course taken in preparatory school adequate to learn cour es offered 

by the department? Describe your an weI'. 

12. Is your background in chemistry similar to that of freshman origin tudents? E plain your 

answer, (only for preparatory origin stud nt ) 

. Do you know how to tudy efficiently to make the be t u e of your tud time? 

14. Do you know how to master a concept? 
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III Questions to guide Interviews regarding to perceived attractiveness of chemistry 

1. U. ually how is your mood when worl ing with chemistry tasks. 

Were there things you especially liked about chemistry classes? If yes. why did you like 

tho e clas es? 

3. Were ther things you especiall y dislike in chemistry classes? If yes why did you dislike 

tho e clas s? 

4. Do you like to work with chemistry problems? Why did you like working with chemistry 

problems? 

5. Do not you like to work with chemistry problems? Why do not you like to work with 

chemistry problems? 

6. How often would you interested in chemistry classes? 

7. Does studying chemistry give you a h adache? If yes, why do you feel a headache to 

study chemistry? 

8. Do you put off working 011 your chemistry problems? If yes, explain the reason why YOLl 

do not motivate to work 

9. How would you describe the merit of chemistry to one of your best friend? 

IV Questions used to guide the discussion made about perceived difficulty and 

attractiveness beliefs. 

I. Do you think that students' can discover chemistry on their own, or do aJ I chemistI' 

lessons have to be shown to them? Please explain it. 

2. In what way, if any, is the chemistry you have studied useful? 

3. How do you explain the contribution of chemistry to the society? 

4. How do you comment the role of chemistry education in real life practices? 

5. What is your expectation of the benefit from ehemi try? 

6. Do you feel that your learning of chemistry in classrooms and laboratory session helped 

to solve life problems? 
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Scoring Models 

I. Scoring criteria (model) for problem solving behavior (Performance) exhibited on 

chemistry tasks 

Weight 

o 

1 -

2 

Criteria 

No correct solution: 

partially correct solution 

with some mistakes: 

partially correct solutions: 

3 - correctly solving the problem 

but with in complete correct solution: 

4 - successfully solving the problem: 

93 

Attributes 

Blank, In do not know, in correct 

understanding of the problem with in 

correct solution; Determinc the goal state 

constraints to reach to the solution . 

correct understanding (mental of 

the problem with incorrect solutions. 

Correct understanding of thc problem 
and solving some components or the 
problem such as using logical methods, 
appropriately applying the concepts and 
principles. 

correctly understanding the 

problcm usmg logical methods of 
attacking applying the relevant 
knowledge structure, algor, then to the 
problem but not completed. 

COlTect understanding of the problem 

using correct and logical method or 

attack, 

Using relevant knowledge structure 
algorithms to solve the problem, gi ing 
the ultimate solution of the problem 
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II. Scoring criteria (model) for AP K exhibited an chemistry tasks. 

Weight 
o 

2 

3 

4 

Criteria 
No acccs ibl and pr bl m 
r latcd knowlcdgc structurc to 
solve it: 

Partiall acces ible problem 
relat d know I dge structure, 
but with ome mi conception 

Partial acce sible knowledge 
tructur related to the task 

!\.cccs ible knowledge 
tructure but with some deficit 

to successfully solve the 
probl m 

Active and well- integrated 
knowledge tructure to 
succe sfully solve the problem 

Attributes 
Blank 
J do not know 
In corr ct knowlcdgc: wrong 
under tanding of concepts and principlcs 
I do not under tand 
knowledge of general problem (task) 
related concepts, and principles but with 
ome misconceptions 
acks problem spcci fic conccpts and 

principl s to directly attack the problem 
General knowledge or conccpts, and 
principles, but no link is made knowledgc 
with the problems. 
The concepts and principle 
fragmented lacks problem 
concepts, and principles to directl 
problems. 

v ere 
pecific 
attack 

knowledge of general concepts arc 
principles related to the ta k 
links made between concepts, and 
principles with the problem. 
Knowledge of orne problem pecific 
concept and principles to directl attack 
the problem but \vith some 
fragmentations 
general and specific concepts directly 
related to the problem 
Integration of concepts and principle. 

ith concepts in olv d in the probl m 
Knowledge of correct algorithm. 
correctly sol es th ' problcm. 
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